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0. Introduction 

 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is about annual income or expenditure of an 

economy. An economy may be divided into many industries namely Agriculture Forestry 

& Fishing, Mining & Quarrying, Manufacturing, Electricity Gas & Water Supply, 

Construction, Trade Hotels & Restaurants, Transport Storage & Communication, 

Financing Insurance Real Estate & Business Services and Community Social & Personal 

Services. General Government sector is a part of Community Social & Personal Services 

sector. For compilation of overall GDP of the economy, industry wise GDPs are first 

compiled. Thereafter, by adding all the industry wise GDPs, overall GDP of the economy 

is obtained. This manual deals with the estimation of General Government (as defined in 

National Accounts) GDP, Government Final Consumption Expenditure (GFCE), Gross 

Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF) and other macro economic aggregates. 

 

India follows United Nation’s System of National Accounts for concepts, 

definitions and methods of preparing national accounts. Most of the recommendations of 

SNA-1993 have been fully implemented in India. Some of the important recommendations 

of SNA-2008 have also been implemented. The SNA-2008 has been prepared under the 

auspices of Inter-Secretariat Working Group on Nation Accounts (ISWGNA), which 

consists of five organisations- the Statistical Office of the European Communities 

(Eurostat), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD), the United Nations Statistics Division (UNSD) and 

the World Bank. SNA-2008 is an international standard for compiling national accounts. 
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1. Structure of Economy 
 

The whole economy is divided into five institutional units. For the purpose of 

estimating Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or other macro economic aggregates of a 

country, the institutional unit must be resident of that country (economic territory). 

 

All resident institutional units are allocated to one and only one of the following 

five institutional sectors: (Para 4.24, SNA2008) 

 

1. The non-financial corporations sector 

2. The financial corporations sector 

3. The general government sector 

4. The non-profit institutional serving households sector 

      5.   The households sector  

 

The above five institutions may be presented in graphical form as below 

 

 

 

Figure - 1 

 

This booklet is compiled for the General Government sector in general and State 

and Central government in particular.  

 

2. Coverage of General Government Sector 

 
The general government sector consists of institutional units and bodies that produce and 

provide non-market public and community services, which are primarily funded by 

compulsory payments imposed on institutional units belonging to other sectors. General 

Government covers the following: 

 

i.   All bodies, Departments and Establishments of the Central Government 

ii. All bodies, Departments and Establishments of the State Governments 
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iii. District Boards, Sub-Divisional Offices, Municipalities, Village Panchayats and 

other Local Authorities 

iv. The Legislature, Executive Departments, Establishments and other bodies of the 

Governments 

 

 At present bodies covered under (i), (ii) and (iv) indicated above, are included fully 

but bodies covered under item (iii) are not being covered fully at present due to 

unavailability of appropriate data. Administrative expenditure of the various funds in case 

of Central Government like Central Road Fund, Famine Relief Fund and the expenditure 

of the Issue Department of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), Employees Provident Fund 

Organisation (EPFO) are taken into account. In short, the exercise in regard to 

classification remains confined to the   expenditures of the Central and State Governments 

as contained in the annual budgets excluding the Departmental Commercial Undertakings 

(DCU). 

 

 Some social security arrangements and certain other non-profit bodies, by virtue of 

the relations with the government, are clearly instruments of the social and economic 

policies of the government and hence they should also be included in general 

administration. In the present classification, however, the same could not be done due to 

non-availability of data. 

 

The components of general government are shown in figure 2 below. 

 

 

 
 

Figure - 2 

 

2.1 Central Government: - The central government subsector consists of the 

institutional unit or units making up the central government plus those non-market NPIs 

that are controlled by central government. The political authority of central government 

extends over the entire territory of the country (Para 4.134 of SNA, 2008). 

 

2.2 State Government: - The state government subsector consists of state 

governments that are separate institutional units plus those non-market NPIs that are 

controlled by state governments. State governments are institutional units exercising some 

of the functions of government at a level below that of central government and above that 

of the governmental institutional units existing at a local level (Para 4.140 of SNA, 2008). 
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Note: Difference between Administrative Departments & Departmental Enterprises 

Th e Government Sector can be broadly divided into Administrative Departments and 

Departmental Commercial Undertakings (DCUs). Administrative Departments are 

Government Agencies of the Central, State and Local Bodies organising for the 

community but not normally to sell those common services which otherwise can not be 

provided conveniently or economically. It is expected to act as an administrative agency 

for the social and economic policy of the country.  

 

Departmental Enterprises are un-incorporated enterprises owned, controlled and 

run directly by the Government. The Criteria to distinguish Enterprises and administrative 

activity is the use of commercial accounting methods to determine profit and loss and 

control of productive capital in the form of equipment like plant, machinery and stock. 

The following are some of the activities being classified as Departmental Enterprises. 

 

a. Irrigation 

b. Forestry 

c. Road and Water Transport 

d. Milk Supply 

e. Printing 

f. Electricity 

g. Civil Aviation 

 

Departmental Commercial Undertakings (DCU) Account Heads are given in Table 1 

below: 

 

Table 1 

 

Industry 

Receipt 

Head 

Expenditure 

Head 

Capital 

Head Description 

Forests 0406 2406 4406 Forestry and Wild Life 

 0551 2551 4551 Hill Areas 

Road & Water 

Transport 1055 3055 5055 Road Transport 

 1056 3056 5056 Inland Water Transport 

 1052 3052 5052 Shipping 

 1075 3075 5075 Other transport services 

Ports & Pilotages 1051 3051 5051 Ports & Pilotages 

Civil Aviation 1053 3053 5053 Civil Aviation 

Manufacturing 0039 2039 4039 State Excise 

 0047 2047 4047 Other Fiscal services 

 0058 2058 4058 Stationery and printing 

 0079 2079 4079 Defence Services - Ordinance factories 

 0202 2202 4202 General Education 

 0404 2404 4404 Dairy Development 

 0851 2851 4851 Village and Small Industries 

 0852 2852 4852 Industries 

 0875 2875 4875 Other Industries 

Electricity 0801 2801 4801 Power 

Irrigation 0701 2701 4701 Major and Medium Irrigation 

 0702 2702 4702 Minor Irrigation 
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Trade & Hotels 0075 2075 4075 Miscellaneous General Services 

Communication 1201 3201 5201 Postal Services 

 1225 3225 5225 Telecommunication Services 

Other Services 0221 2221 4221 Broadcasting 

 

2.3 Rural /Urban Local Bodies: - The local government subsector consists of local 

governments that are separate institutional units plus those non-market NPIs that are 

controlled by local governments. In principle, local government units are institutional units 

whose fiscal, legislative and executive authority extends over the smallest geographical 

areas distinguished for administrative and political purposes. In India local Bodies are the 

people’s representative bodies which are elected locally under 73rd and 74th 

Constitutional Amendments. These cover all the rural local bodies - Zila Parishad, 

Panchayat Samiti and Gram Panchayats as also Municipal Corporations, Municipalities 

and Nagar Panchayat in urban areas. 
 

 

2.4 Autonomous Bodies: The dictionary meaning of the word “autonomous” is “Self 

Governing”. Obviously therefore, such autonomous institutions were set up whenever it 

was felt that certain functions had to be discharged outside the government set-up with 

some amount of independence and flexibility, without the day-to-day interference of the 

government machinery. General government's one of the responsibilities is to provide non-

market goods and services to the public. In order to fulfil its responsibility, government 

sets up non-profit institutions to supplement its activities. For example, there are 17 

universities as of date, which are autonomous institutions, some of which have been 

functioning for decades. 

 

Some of the autonomous bodies have been set up as statutory institutions, as a 

sequel to the provisions contained in various acts. Most others have been set up as 

societies under the Societies Registration Act 1860. Further, while in some cases 

Parliamentary or Cabinet approval has been obtained, in certain other cases; such 

institutions have been set up over the years, by resolutions, notifications etc. The ministry 

of Finance also issues instructions from time to time regarding sanction of grant-in-aid by 

ministries/ departments to such autonomous institutions, besides instructions relating to 

powers for creation of posts and revision of pay scales etc. by such autonomous 

institutions. 

 

In addition to government departments and ministries, there may be 

agencies of central government with separate legal identity and 

substantial autonomy; they may have discretion over the volume and 

composition of their expenditures and may have a direct source of 

revenue such as earmarked (”hypothecated”) taxes. Such agencies 

are often established to carry out specific functions such as road 

construction or the non-market production of health and education 

services. These should be treated as separate institutional units if 

they maintain full sets of accounts but are part of central government 

subsector if the services they produce are non-market and if they are 

controlled by central government. (SNA 2008, para 4.138) 

 

Similarly, state governments also set up autonomous institutions and give them 

grants. They are state autonomous bodies. There value addition should be added to that of 

the state government.  
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These institutions, therefore, need to be identified at the state level and concerted 

efforts be made to collect their annual reports/accounts.  Although this would involve 

additional workload and stretching of resources but this needs to be done in order to 

implement the recommendations of the SNA-2008.  Such bodies will be mostly Non-

Profit Institutions (NPIs) mainly financed and controlled by government and can easily be 

identified through the state government budget documents. 

 

For the base year 2004-05, a sample of central autonomous bodies was selected in 

such a way that the sampled autonomous bodies are those who get lion’s share of central 

grants. Moreover, these sampled autonomous bodies are from education, health and 

science and technology sector. 

 

2.5 Social Security Funds: - The social security funds subsector consists of the social 

security funds operating at all levels of government. In India EPFO as described below is 

one such social Security Fund. 

 

    Employees Provident Fund Organisation:-The Employees Provident Fund 

Organization (EPFO) came into existence, following the enactment of Employees’ 

Provident Fund Act 1952 with the objective of instituting compulsory provident fund for 

the employees to which both the employees and employers would contribute. Central 

Board of Trustees, a tripartite body, headed by the Union Labour Minister, administers the 

EPFO.  

 

 The data source for preparing the estimates of EPFO is its Annual Report.  The data 

concerning relevant items of Income and Expenditure Account and Balance Sheet Account 

of the EPFO are analysed and added in Central Govt. estimates every year.  

 

2.6 Cantonment Boards: -Cantonment boards are another means of local self 

governance. They are created in accordance with The Cantonment Act, 2006. The 

cantonment boards have defined boundaries in a city. The cantonment boards act with in 

boundaries the same way as municipal corporation do within their boundaries. 

Cantonment boards engage in production of non-market output for the people. They run 

schools and hospitals, provide water supply and sanitation and collect taxes. Unlike 

municipal corporations, cantonment boards come under defence. There are 62 cantonment 

boards in the country distributed among five army commands. All the 62 cantonment 

boards come under Directorate General of Defence Estates. These 62 cantonment boards 

run 197 schools and colleges and 40 hospitals and 39 dispensaries. 

 

 The cantonment boards are classified into five categories according to population. 

 

Table 2 

 

Category Population 

Category - I exceeds 50000 

Category – II exceeds 10000 but does not exceed 50000 

Category – III exceeds 2500 but does not exceed 10000 

Category - IV does not exceed 2500 
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Given below is the list of cantonment boards in the country: 

 

Table 3 

 

Sl. 

No 

Name of the State No. of 

Cantonments 

Name of the Cantonment 

 

1 Andhra Pradesh 1 Secunderabad 

2 Bihar 1 Danapur 

3 Delhi 1 Delhi 

4 Gujarat 1 Ahmedabad 

5 Haryana 1 Ambala 

6 Himachal Pradesh 7 Bakloh, Dagshai, Dalhousie, Jutogh, 

Kasauli, Khasyol And Subthu 

7 Jammu & Kashmir 2 Jammu, Badamibagh 

8 Jharkhand 1 Ramgarh 

9 Karnataka 1 Belgaum 

10 Kerala 1 Cannanore 

11 Madhya Pradesh  5 Jabalpur, Mhow, Morar, Pachmarhi 

And Saugor 

12 Maharashtra   7 Ahmednagar, Aurangabad, Dehu Road, 

Deolali, Kamptee, Kirkee, Pune 

13 Meghalaya  1 Shillong 

14 Punjab  3 Ferozpur, Amritsar, Jalandhar 

15 Rajasthan  2 Ajmer And Nasirabad 

16 Tamilnadu  2 Wellington And St.Thomas Mount 

17 Uttar Pradesh  13 Agra, Babina, Allahabad, Bareilly, 

Faizabad, Fatehgarh, Jhansi, Kanpur, 

Lucknow, Mathura, Meerut, 

Shahajhanpur And Varanasi 

18 Uttaranchal   9 Almora, Chakrata, Clement Town, 

Landour, Dehradun, Lansdowne, 

Naintal, Roorkee And Ranikhet 

19 West Bengal 3 Barrackpore, Lebong And Jalapahar 

 19 States 62  

 

These accounts of cantonment boards are also to be analysed and added to NDP of 

respective state governments. 

 

3. Sources of data 

 

The data sources for various transactions of the producers of government services 

and Departmental Commercial Undertaking (DCUs) are the budget documents consisting 

of Finance Account, Annual Financial Statement (AFS), Demands-for-Grants and receipt 

budget of all the Ministries/ Departments of the Central, State Governments and 

accounts/annual reports of autonomous bodies, social security funds and cantonment 

boards.  

 

 
3.1 Annual Financial Statement: - The Annual Financial Statement (AFS) in 

respect of Centre Government is prepared and laid before both the Houses of 

Parliament as given in article 112 of the Constitution of India. For state 
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governments it is prepared and laid before House or Houses of Legislature of the 

respective states as given in article 202 of the Constitution of India. 

 

The AFS gives the summary of the following items. 

(i) Part I : Consolidated Fund 

a. Revenue Account of Receipts and Expenditure.  

b. Capital Account of Receipts and Expenditure, Miscellaneous capital 

receipt and capital expenditure, public debt, loans & advances, Inter 

State settlement. 

(ii) Part II : Contingency Fund 

(iii) Part III : Public Account 

a. Small Savings, Provident Fund 

b. Reserve Fund etc. 

c. Deposits and Advances 

d. Suspense and Miscellaneous 

e. Remittances 

(iv) Cash Balance 

(v) Total Receipts and Expenditure 

 

 AFS gives major head wise distribution of government receipts, expenditures and 

liabilities. It is designed to obtain the kind of information on Government transactions, 

which are required for determining aggregates of national income and expenditure and for 

tracing their inter-relationships with other major sectors of the economy.  

 

3.2 Demand for Grants: - Article 113 of the Constitution mandates that the 

estimates of expenditure from the Consolidated Fund of India included in the Annual 

Financial Statement and required to be voted by the Lok Sabha are submitted in the 

form of Demands for Grants. Demand for Grants also contains charged expenditure. 

The Demands for Grants are presented to the Lok Sabha along with the Annual 

Financial Statement. Generally, one Demand for Grant is presented in respect of each 

Ministry or Department. However, more than one Demand may be presented for a 

Ministry or Department depending on the nature of expenditure. Demands for Grants 

give detailed item-wise (major head) receipts and expenditure data by different 

departments of the Government. 

 

3.3 Expenditure Budget:-This document deals with revenue and capital 

disbursements of various Ministries/Departments and gives the estimates in respect of 

each under ‘Plan’ and ‘Non-Plan’. It also gives analysis of various types of 

expenditure and broad reasons for the variations in estimates. 

 

3.4 Receipt Budget: - Estimates of receipts included in the Annual Financial 

Statement are further analyzed in the document “Receipts Budget”. The document 

provides details of tax and non-tax revenue receipts and capital receipts and explains 

the estimates.  

 

4. Format of Budget and Coding Pattern 
 

Items in budget are tabulated for three years: 

◦ Actual 

◦ Budget Estimates and 

◦ Revised Estimates 
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In a nutshell, if budget is presented for year 2012-13, then it will have Actual data of entire 

year of 2010-11, the revised estimates of 2011-12, and the budget estimates of year 2012-

13 both -plan and non-plan wise.  

 

The classification of the government transactions into various sectors and major heads 

has been accepted by Government of India on the advice of the Comptroller and Auditor 

General of India. It has been designed by the Controller General of Accounts of India. 

This accounting classification has been in place since 1st April 1987. It is followed by 

Central and State Governments uniformly. 

 

For reporting the expenditure figures in the Detailed Demands for Grants, a Six-Tier 

Budget Head system is being followed in India. The six tiers of this Budget Head system 

are as given below: 

1. Major Head: ( four digit) representing the major function of the government 

2. Sub-Major Head: ( two digit) representing a sub-function of the government 

3. Minor Head: (three digit) representing a programme of the government 

4. Sub- Head: ( two digit) representing a scheme 

5. Detailed Head: ( two digit) representing a sub-scheme and 

6. Object Head: ( two digit) representing the type and object of the expenditure  

 

A four-digit code has been allotted to the major heads, the first digit indicating whether the 

major head is a Receipt head or a Revenue Expenditure head or Capital Expenditure head 

or a Loan head. 

 

 The first digit of code for Revenue Receipt head is either “0” or “1”. Adding 2 to the 

first digit code of the Revenue Receipt head will give the number allotted to the 

corresponding Revenue Expenditure head, adding another 2 the Capital Expenditure head 

and another 2 the Loan head of the account. For example for Crop Husbandry, the code 

0401 represents the Receipt head, 2401 the Revenue Expenditure head, 4401 Capital 

Outlay head and 6401 the Loan head. 

 

Thus, complete 15-digits account head tiers are the following 

 

Table 4 

 

Head Type Width 

Major Head 4 digits         

Sub Major Head 2 digits                 

Minor Head 3 digits         

Sub Head 2 digits      

Detailed Head 2 digits              

Object Code 2 digits 

 Total 15 Digits 

 

These tiers are applicable till account head 5475. Top three tiers (Major Head - Sub 

Major Head - Minor Head) of account heads are uniform across centre and all states. 

Below third tier, they are state specific. 

 

 The following account head numbers called as major heads have been allotted to 

various heads of Receipts and Expenditure. 

 

  Consolidated Fund 

0020 to 1606 Revenue Receipts 
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2011 to 3606 Revenue Current Expenditure 

4000 Miscellaneous Capital Receipts 

4046 to 5475 Capital Expenditure 

6001 to 6004 Public Debt 

6075 to 7999 Loans and Advances, Inter-state 

Settlements, Transfer to Contingency 

Fund 

 

Contingency Fund 

8000 Contingency Fund 

 

Public Account 

8001 to 8797 Public Account 

8999 Cash Balance 

 

Note: - In some Annual Financial Statements (AFS) account head 

8999 is not written explicitly. Instead Opening Balance (OB) and 

Closing Balance (CB) are written. Therefore, figures against OB 

and CB should be entered through Budget Analysis Software 

against account head 8999. 

 

5. Steps involved in Budget analysis: 
 

1. Each entry under Actual and RE against a major Head A/c is marked 

with an appropriate abbreviation according to economic classification 

and purpose classification (Table-7 and Table-9). 

2. For an item, there may be more than one purpose code. In such a case, 

sub-totals of each item against a major head may be made by purpose 

and total of sub-totals should be equal to the total of all items against 

the major head. 

3. This process is repeated for receipts and expenditure 

4. The ratios may be applied on the items wherever necessary.  

Note: - While doing budget analysis all items whether plan or non-plan and 

whether voted or charged are taken into account. 

 

5. Classification Of Budget Entries 
 

For the purpose of budget analysis the items in budget can broadly be classified as under:- 

6.1 Economic Classification: Economic character of the expenditure and receipts 

like current, capital, loans etc., and 

6.2 Purpose Classification: The purpose it is likely to serve, such as, health, 

education, social security & welfare services, etc (purpose classification is only done for 

expenditure items).  

 

The combination of Economic and Purpose Classification, explains how expenditure for a 

particular purpose is divided between different economic categories and vice-versa. The 

adoption of Economic-cum-Purpose classification during the course of budget analysis 

gives a meaningful presentation of the government’s spending and help to draw logical 

conclusions about the same. 
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6.1.1 The Need of Economic Classification 

 

The Financial Statement and the Demands for Grants in a Government Budget are 

drawn up in accordance with the provision of the Constitution and the needs of Legislative 

control.  The expenditure in the Government Budget is generally classified department 

wise in order to secure legislative control, administrative accountability, booking and 

auditing of any act of spending. Though the Budget is divided into revenue and capital 

accounts, many items of consumption expenditure are included in the capital account and 

vice versa.  Moreover, these magnitudes shown in the Budget are too detailed and 

scattered and not necessarily based on distinctions and grouping required for 

understanding the economic significance of various items of revenue and expenditure.  For 

instance, from the study of Budget documents as they are, it is not possible to get a clear 

idea of capital formation out of budgetary resources, saving of the Government draft made 

by the Government on various resources of the economy and Government's contribution to 

the generation of State Income.  The Government's transactions are significant only in 

terms of such items and so, they have to be sorted out, reclassified and regrouped into 

meaningful economic categories.  

 

 It is designed to obtain the kind of information on Government transactions, which are 

required for determining aggregates of national income and expenditure and for tracing 

their inter-relationships with other major sectors of the economy.  The Government sector 

is, however, important enough by itself to justify the analysis of its transactions and study 

their economic impact.  This is particularly true for a country like India where the 

Government plays a predominant role in all spheres of economy.  The importance of 

economic classification, therefore, need not be over emphasised. 

 

 6.1.2 An illustration of Economic Classification 

  

The Economic Classification is done on the basis of data on (i) Revenue receipts 

and miscellaneous capital receipts and (ii) current and capital expenditure available in the 

budget documents. 

 

 Each transaction of receipt and Demand-for-Grant is recorded in the budgets as per 

the structure given in Table 4. The last item in the Table 4 is object code. This object code 

gives information about expenditure incurred by a department on certain item. For 

example; the major head 3056 is for Inland Water Transport. It means any current 

expenditure for Inland Water Transport by any department of Centre/State department, 

will be recorded under 3056 major head. It will appear in the Demand-for-Grant as given 

below 

3056 (Inland Water Transport- major head) -00.190 (Assistance to Public Sector and Other 

Undertakings- minor head 190)-01 (Grant to Inland Water Ways Authority of India- sub 

head) -00 (detailed head).31 (Grant-in-aid General-object code). The amount given as 

grant is shown against object code 31. This object code 31 is given appropriate economic 

and purpose code. As the Inland Water Ways Authority of India is an autonomous 

authority, it should be given economic code “Ta” means Current transfer to autonomous 

authority and purpose code 8.6.2 (item 42, Table 9). Similarly other transactions in receipt 

and demand-for-grant are given, with the help of following concepts, suitable economic 

and purpose codes. 

 

6.1.3 Item-list for economic Classification: - Given below is the list of items 

and their definition used in the budget analysis. 
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6.1.3.1 Revenue receipts and miscellaneous capital receipts: These are 

classified into various components like direct taxes, indirect taxes, sale of goods 

and services, interest receipts, other property receipts, miscellaneous receipts, 

sale of assets and current and capital grants received from other public authorities 

(e.g. grants received by Central Government by the States).  

 

The descriptions of items of receipts are given below. The relevant economic code 

has been written in bracket after the item. 

 

6.1.3.1.1 Income from Property and Entrepreneurship (Pr): This flow 

records the income receivable by the state governments from departmental 

commercial undertakings as well as the net rent and dividends accruing to it from 

the ownership of buildings or financial assets. Property income (Pr) is the sum of 

investment income and rent. (Para 7.107, SNA2008)  

  

(i) Investment income (Pr) is the income receivable by the owner of a 

financial asset in return for providing funds to another 

institutional unit. (Para 7.108, SNA2008)  

  

(ii) Rent (Pr) is the income receivable by the owner of a natural 

resource at the disposal of another institutional unit for use of 

natural resource in production. (Para 7.109, SNA2008) 

 

6.1.3.1.2 Direct taxes (Dt): Direct taxes in the SNA include two 

components, viz. direct taxes on income and other direct taxes. Direct taxes 

cover levies by public authorities on income from employment, property, 

capital gains or any other source except for social security contributions. 

Both households and enterprises may pay direct taxes on income. Other 

direct taxes include levies by public authorities at regular intervals on the 

financial assets or total net worth of enterprises, private non-profit 

institutions or households. The following is the illustrative list of Direct 

Taxes levied by Centre or States’ Governments: 

 
      1.   Corporation Tax 

2.  Taxes on income other than Corporation tax (e.g., Income Tax) 

3.  Hotels receipts tax  

4.  Other taxes on income and expenditure  

5.  Land Revenue  

6.  Estate duty  

7.  Taxes on wealth  

8.   Gift Tax 

9.   Interest Tax 

10. Expenditure Tax  

 

6.1.3.1.3 Indirect Taxes (It):  Indirect taxes are defined as taxes 

assessed on producers that are chargeable to the cost of goods and services 

produced or sold. They include import and export duties, excise, sales, 

entertainment and turnover taxes, real estate and land taxes (unless they are 

merely administrative device for collecting income tax), levies on value 

added and the employment of labour, motor vehicle driving license, airport 

and passport fees when paid by producers. Indirect taxes are of two types- 

Production Tax and Product Tax. Production taxes are fixed for carrying out 

an activity by an enterprise where as product taxes are levied on each unit of 
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good or services. Some examples of indirect taxes separately production and 

product tax are given below: 

 

 

Table 5 

 

Serial No Tax Nature (SNA Classification) Indirect Tax 

1 Production Tax Stamps & Registration fees 

2 Product Tax Customs 

3 Product Tax Excise (Union & State) 

4 Product Tax Sales Tax 

5 Production Tax Taxes on Vehicles 

6 Product Tax Taxes on goods & Passengers 

7 Product Tax Taxes and duties on electricity 

8 Product Tax Entertainment tax 

 

    6.1.3.1.4 Other Receipts: The other receipts include sale of goods and 

services, fees and miscellaneous receipts, interest receipts, property receipts, transfers 

(Current & Capital), withdrawal from funds, pension contribution, commercial 

receipts, sale of financial assets, sale of land & second hand assets etc., 

 

 

6.1.3.2 Current and Capital Expenditure: The expenditure classified into 

various economic categories like wages and salaries, pension, purchase of good and 

services, maintenance of buildings, roads and other construction, subsidies, interest 

payments, transfer of funds, current and capital grants to local bodies, non-

government organisations, private and household  sector and foreign institutions, 

construction of buildings, roads and other construction, purchase of transport and 

machinery equipments, purchase of physical assets (i.e. land and second hand assets), 

change in stocks, investment in financial assets consumption of fixed capital etc. The 

expenditure relating to different components appearing under various heads is then 

clubbed separately for administrative departments and departmental enterprises and 

also under various industries like agriculture, transport, electricity, manufacturing, 

construction, other services and public administration and defence etc. 

 

The description of items of receipts and expenditure are given below. The relevant 

economic code has been written in bracket after the item. 

 

6.1.3.2.1 Compensation of Employees (S, W, A, Bcs, Bco, Bk, P1 & P2): 
This item comprises of the remuneration to general government employees such as 

salaries – pay of officers & establishment, wages, allowances and honorarium 

other than travelling and daily allowances; contributions to provident fund by the 

government as well as pension payments to government employees are included. 

 

Components of compensation of employees: 

 

1. Pay of officers & establishment and allowances and honorarium other 

than travelling and daily allowances.   

2. The Contributions to provident fund by the government. 

3. Payments in kind like cost of liveries and uniforms; rations supplied to 

police and defence personnel, etc.   

4. Pension payments to government employees.   

5. Leave travel concessions  
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6. Medical charges and reimbursement of medical expenditure 

7. Reimbursement of school fees and price of textbooks to the children. 

 

6.1.3.2.1.1 Salary, Wages & Allowances(S, W, A): This includes pay of 

officers and establishment, honorarium and allowances other than traveling and 

daily allowances, wages to different contractual employees. 

 

6.1.3.2.1.2 Pension (P1 & P2): This includes pension payments to 

government employees (P1) as well as employer’s contributions to the Pension 

Fund (P2). The central government has started new pension scheme. The new 

pension scheme is applicable for all the new recruits who joined Centre 

Government on and after 1st January 2004. This new scheme is called Defined 

Contribution Pension scheme. Under this scheme each Central Government 

employee has to contribute 10% of salary and dearness allowance (DA) to the 

pension fund and the matching grant is contributed by centre government. The 

contribution from employer (centre government) is part of compensation of 

employees (Para 17.125, SNA2008). The economic code for employers’ 

contributions from central government to pension fund is treated as P2. 

 

6.1.3.2.1.3 Benefits (Bcs, Bco or Bk):  Expenditure on social benefits include 

medical and educational e.g., medical charges and reimbursement of medical 

expenditure, cost of text books to the children of low-paid government employees, 

other benefits (Leave Travel Concession) in cash. The items like compassionate 

allowance, family pension, leave encashment, gratuities, commuted value of 

pension and other retirement benefits currently given under the major account head 

2071 are also covered under this category. Payments in kinds e.g., cost of liveries 

and uniforms; ration supplied to Police and Defence personnel etc. to be treated as 

Benefits in Kind. 

 

6.1.3.2.2 Purchase of goods and services (or Intermediate Consumption or 

G): includes the expenditure made towards contingency and general expenditure such 

as office supplies, rent, rates and taxes, fuel and light, printing, travel expenses, 

telephone and telegraph charges and other items for current operations less sales by 

general government of goods and services to households and enterprises. Whole of 

the expenditure on current repairs and maintenance is also included here. Also 

included are payments/charges for services rendered for other agencies/departments. 

Strictly speaking, rent paid is one of the factor payments and should be classified 

accordingly. But the same is not being done due to non availability of such data 

separately. 

 

6.1.3.2.3 Maintenance: is the expense towards maintenance of buildings (Bm), 

roads (Rm), machinery etc. 

 

6.1.3.2.4 Subsidies (Sub):  

 

 “Subsidies are current unrequited payments that government units, 

including non-resident government units, make to enterprises on the 

basis of the levels of their production activities or the quantities or 

values of the goods or services which they produce, sell or import. They 

are receivable by resident producers or importers. In the case of 

resident producers, they may be designed to influence their levels of 

production, the prices at which their outputs are sold or the 

remuneration of the institutional units engaged in production. Subsidies 
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have the same impact as negative taxes on production in so far as their 

impact on the operating surplus is in the opposite direction to that of 

taxes on production.” (Para 7.98, SNA 2008) 

 

 “Subsidies are not payable to final consumers; current transfers that 

governments make directly to households as consumers are treated as 

social benefits. Subsidies also do not include grants that governments 

may make to enterprises in order to finance their capital formation or 

compensate them for damage to their capital assets, such grants being 

treated as capital transfers.” (Para 7.99, SNA 2008) 

 

 Transfers by general government to public corporations or private industries for 

investment purposes or to cover destruction, damage and other losses in capital and 

working assets are classified as capital transfers rather than as Subsidies. Most of the times 

these kinds of transfers to corporations are shown, in budget documents, as subsidies; but 

actually they are not. A transfer is to be marked as subsidy only when the transfer is for 

compensating the losses incurred by the corporation due to policy of the government. For 

instance, it is government policy to boost the agricultural production and provide fertilizer 

to farmers at affordable prices. Government has fixed maximum retail price (MRP) of 

fertilizer. But the cost of production or import of fertilizer is more than MRP of fertilizer. 

Now if the manufacturer sells fertilizer at MRP, s/he will incur loses. This loses (the 

difference between cost of production and MRP) will be compensated by government as 

subsidies. Many times various grants are shown as subsidies in budgets documents. Details 

of this subsidy item should be examined first. If the amount is not being given to producers 

to contain the prices as a government policy, it should not be marked as subsidy.  

 

Current grants made to non-profit institutions serving households are not to be 

considered subsidies. Such payments will be classified as purchases of goods and services 

or current transfers by general government, depending on the circumstances and 

conditions of the given payment. In the case of Departmental Commercial Undertakings 

(DCU), losses are treated as imputed subsidies. This imputed subsidy is called implicit 

subsidy as it is not directly available in budget documents. This imputed subsidy is added 

to subsidy (explicit subsidy) obtained after budget analysis and put in Income and Outlay 

account of general government as subsidy.  

 

Distinction between subsidies and current transfers is given below: 

 

Table 6 

 

Sl. No. Subsidy Current Transfers 

1 Direct to Producers only Direct to Households 

2 Frequent Not frequent 

3 To keep prices under control  

   

 

6.1.3.2.5 Transfers: A transfer is a transaction in which one institutional unit 

provides a good, service or asset to another unit without receiving from the latter any 

good, service or asset in return as a direct counterpart. (Para 8.34, SNA2008) 

 

Transfers are of two types, current and capital transfers. 
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Current transfers consist of all transfers that are not transfers of 

capital. They directly affect the level of disposable income and should 

influence the consumption of goods or services. In practice, capital 

transfers tend to be large, infrequent and irregular, whereas current 

transfers tend to be comparatively small and are often made frequently 

and regularly. However, while size, frequency and regularity help to 

distinguish current from capital transfers they do not provide 

satisfactory criteria for defining the two types of transfer. For 

example, social security benefits in the form of maternity or death 

benefits are essentially current grants designed to cover the increased 

consumption expenditures occasioned by births or deaths, even though 

the events themselves are obviously infrequent. (para 8.39, SNA2008). 

 

There are seven (7) economic codes for current transfers, i.e., Ta, Tf, Ti, Tk, Tl, Tp 

and Ts. In these economic codes “T” stands for transfer and the second character tells 

about the recipient of the current transfer. Therefore, if government is giving money to an 

autonomous body then “Ta” economic code should be given. If the recipient is foreign 

institution then the economic code is “Tf”, individual then the economic code is “Ti”, the 

transfer is given in kind then the economic code is “Tk”, local body then the economic 

code is “Tl”, private institution then the economic code is “Tp” and if the recipient is a 

state government then the economic code is “Ts”. 

 

Government purchases some item from market and without changing the looks and 

form of the item, government gives it to individuals (households). These transfers are 

called Transfers-in-Kind (Tk). For instance, government purchases bicycles, televisions 

and other articles and gives to individuals, government provides food, shelter, blankets, 

medicines and other items to victims of war, flood, famine, earthquakes and natural 

calamities; all these transfers are given in kind. Government spends money for purchasing 

these items thereafter these items are consumed by households. All these kind are transfers 

(in kind) are called Transfers-in-Kind. All these transfers are part of Government Final 

Consumption Expenditure (GFCE) but not of Intermediate Consumption (IC). 

 

There are six (6) economic codes for capital transfers, i.e., Capta, Captf, Capti, 

Captl, Captp and Capts. The description of all these codes is same as given above for 

current transfers. The only difference is that these transfers are given for creation of capital 

assets. 

 

6.1.3.2.6 Saving on Current Account: This is a balancing item on the current 

account of government administration. It is the surplus of current receipts over current 

expenditure (Surplus = Current Receipts – Current Expenditure). 

 

 6.1.3.2.7 Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF): represents the gross value of the 

goods, which are added to the domestic capital stocks during a year.  It comprises of the 

expenditure on the acquisition as well as own account production of fixed assets.  The 

gross fixed capital formation has been classified into buildings, roads, transport, 

machinery and equipment and other capital assets.  Each of them is classified further under 

new outlay and renewals and replacements. The detail of its components is given below. 

 

(i) Buildings (Bo) and Other Construction (Co):  Buildings include all 

expenditure on new construction and major alternations to residential and 

non-residential buildings during the year.  It includes construction costs of 

the buildings together with cost of external and internal fixtures during 

the year.  Other construction includes mostly expenditure on construction 
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of works on power and irrigation projects, flood control, forest clearance, 

land reclamation, water supply and sanitation etc. 

 

(ii)  Roads and Bridges (Ro): Expenditure on roads and bridges is considered. 

 

(iii)  Transport Equipments (Tro): It includes expenditure incurred on the 

purchase of various equipments such as buses, jeeps, trucks and tractors 

etc. 

 

(iv) Machinery and Equipment (Mo): It includes expenditure incurred on the 

purchase of various equipments such as power generating machinery, 

agricultural machinery and implements, office furniture, machinery and 

equipment and instruments used by professional persons.   

 

(v) Software (So): It includes all the software purchased or generated within the 

government for the improvement in day to day work. However, the 

software which is inseparable with the computer such as, Operating 

System has to be included in the machinery itself. 

 

(vi) Cultivated Assets (Cao): It includes plantations, orchards and other cash 

crops having life with more than one year. 

 

(vii)  Animal Stock (Aso): This being prevalent in Defence services & other 

departments concerned with security and animal husbandry by way of 

horses, camels etc. 

 

  6.1.3.2.8 Change in Stock (Stoi): represents the value of the physical change in 

raw materials, work in progress (other than the work in progress in buildings which are 

included in fixed capital formation) and finished products, which are held by commercial 

enterprises and in government stockpiles.  In the case of administrative departments, the 

stocks held are (i) in the nature of policy stocks like food, fertilizers etc. and (ii) work 

stores under the civil works departments which consist of cement, bricks, steel etc.  

Purchases or additions less sales/withdrawals during the year, as given in the detailed 

Demands for Grants, are taken as change in stock.    

 
 6.1.3.2.9 Loans & Advances: being given to provincial local governments, 

foreign countries/organisations, government servants and others 

 

Following is the table of economic codes, which are given to each transaction of a 

budget. The appropriate economic code is assigned according to the nature of a 

transaction. For instance, if a transaction is a direct tax then it is assigned the economic 

code “Dt”, if a transaction is a current transfer from central government then it is assigned 

the economic code “Tc” ”, if a transaction is salary given by government then it is 

assigned the economic code “S” ”, if a transaction is intermediate consumption then it is 

assigned the economic code “G”. 

 

Abbreviations for Economic Classification: 

 

Table 7 

 

S. No. SNA Description 

Economic 

Code Definition 

 Receipts 
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1 Capital Transfers Captng Capital Transfers, Non-government/Individuals 

2 Commercial Receipts Cr Commercial Receipt 

3 

Current Transfers 

Tc Transfers, Central Government 

4 Ts Transfers, State Governments 

5 Tl Transfers, Local Authorities 

6 Tn Transfers, Non-Profit Institutions 

7 Tf Transfers, Foreign Governments 

8 

Other Receipts 

F Withdrawal from Funds 

9 Dt Direct Taxes 

10 Mr Fees and Miscellaneous Receipts 

11 It Indirect Taxes 

12 Ssh Sale, Second Hand Assets 

13 Sl Sale, Landy 

14 Sfa Sale, Financial Assets 

15 Pension Receipts Pn Pension Contribution 

16 

Property Income 

Into Interests, Non-Government Bodies 

17 Intf Interest, Foreign Government/Organisations 

18 Intc Interest, Central Government 

19 Ints Interests, State Governments 

20 Pr Property Receipts 

 Expenditure 

21 

Advances 

Ang Advances, Non-government Organisations 

22 Af Advances Foreign Countries /Organisations 

23 Al Advances, Local Authorities 

24 

Capital Transfers 

Capti Capital Transfers to Individuals 

25 Captp Capital Transfers to Private Institutions 

26 Capta Capital Transfers to Autonomous Bodies 

27 Capts Capital Transfers to State Government 

28 Captl Capital Transfers to Local Authorities 

29 Captf Capital Transfers to Foreign Countries/Organisations 

30 

Compensation of 

Employees 

S Salaries 

31 W Wages 

32 A Allowances 

33 Bcs Social (Cash) Benefits 

34 Bco Others (Cash) Benefits 

35 Bk Benefits in Kind 

36 P1 Pension Payments 

37 P2 Employers' Contributions to Pension Fund 

38 

Current Transfers 

Ti Transfers to Individuals 

39 Tp Transfers to Private Institutions 

40 Ta Transfers to Autonomous Bodies 

41 Tk Transfers in kind 

42 Financial Assets Pfa Purchase of Financial Assets 

43 

Gross Capital Formation 

Psh Purchase of Second Hand Assets 

44 Pl Purchase of Land 

45 Stof Change in stock of Food 

46 Stoi Change in stock of Inventory 

47 

Gross Fixed Capital 

Formation 

Bo Expenditure on Construction of Buildings 

48 Ro Expenditure on Construction of Road 

49 Co Expenditure on Construction of Other Capital 

50 Tro Expenditure on Purchase of Transport 

51 Mo Expenditure on Purchase of Machinery 

52 So Expenditure on Purchase of Software 

53 Cao Expenditure on acquiring Cultivated Assets 

54 Aso Expenditure on acquiring Animal Stock 
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55 

Intermediate 

Consumption 

G Purchase of Goods & Services 

56 Bm Maintenance of Buildings 

57 Rm Maintenance of Roads 

58 Cm Maintenance of Other Construction 

59 

Property Income 

Intl Interest to Local Authorities 

60 Into Interests to Non-Government Bodies 

61 Intf Interest to Foreign Government/Organisations 

62 Intc Interest to Central Government 

63 Ints Interests to State Governments 

64 Subsidies Sub Subsidies 

 

For DCUs expenditure, the above economic codes will be written with “D” prefix. 

Therefore, “S” denotes salary for administration and “DS” denotes salary for DCU. 

Similar logic follows for other economic codes except current/ capital transfers and 

subsidies. DCUs have some additional economic codes. These codes have been given 

below. 

Table 8 

 

 Departmental Commercial Undertaking (DCU) 
S. 

No SNA Description 

Economic 

Code Definition 

1 Gross Capital Formation DCi DCU Change in Stock 

2 Property Income Dr Rent, DCU 

3 Property Income Dint DCU, Commercial Interest 

4 Consumption of Fixed Capital Dp Depreciation 

 

 

6.2 Purpose Classification (Classification of Functions of Government (COFOG)): -In 

describing the government sector, the 1993 SNA includes a classification for government 

expenditure according to purpose: the Classification Of the Functions Of Government 

(COFOG). This is a classification used to identify the socio-economic objectives of 

current transactions, capital outlays and acquisition of financial assets by general 

government and its sub-sectors. 

 

  6.2.1 Need of Purpose Classification: Entire government expenditure is 

recorded annually in the budget documents issued by the Central and States Governments. 

The arrangement with regard to the presentation of the expenditure in the budgets is 

generally in accordance with the requirements of the legislative control, administrative 

accountability and auditing. 

 

The budgets are presented under a few standard account heads of the functional 

character of the expenditure such as education, health, agriculture, industry and defence 

etc. The expenditure shown under these account heads are not strictly in accordance with 

the principles of purpose classification. There are various account heads which pertain to 

so many purpose categories such as Public Works Department, Community Development, 

National Extension Services, and Cooperation etc. The expenditures under these heads are 

not confined to any purpose category. In other words, there may be more than one purpose 

classification under one head. It becomes, therefore, essential to classify expenditure under 

each head according to purpose. 

 

 The purpose classification show how expenditure for a particular purpose, say, health 

is divided among different economic categories and it also shows how expenditure in a 

particular economic category, say, capital formation, is allocated to different purposes or 

types of public services provided.  
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 The purpose of the government expenditure might be of two types (i) long term and 

(ii) short term. Long term expenditure might be aimed at tackling the problem of 

unemployment, economic development of the country and expected to bring about certain 

fundamental changes in the structure in the economy. The short term expenditure is 

intended to achieve immediate objectives of expenditure incurred with regard to health, 

defence, education, social welfare and economic services etc.. The aim of the purpose 

classification is to classify expenditures in accordance with the immediate or short term 

social needs of the country. 

 

6.2.2 Principles of classification adopted: 

 

All the items of the expenditure are grouped under the appropriate categories regardless of 

their manner of presentation in the budget. Items which relate to more than one purpose 

class are first disintegrated in accordance with the details that are given in the budget, and 

then classified into appropriate categories. In the absence of any details, either the major 

function of the expenditure is considered as the purpose or it is disintegrated into related 

purpose categories applying some purpose norms. 

 

In case of grants, loans and advances to private institutions or individuals, if the purpose 

of utilisation is not specifically mentioned, classification is done on the basis of the main 

functions of the institutions which are receiving the grants, loans and advances. In many 

cases neither the name of the organisation receiving the grants, loans and advances nor the 

purpose of utilisation is given. In such cases the classification is done on the basis of 

account heads under which these expenditures have been shown. 

 

Facilities provided to employees like residential housing facility, free or subsidised 

medical aid etc. are classified by the nature of the facility and not by the functional 

character of the office providing facilities. Accordingly, loans and advances to employees 

for construction of houses, purchase of motor vehicles etc. are classified according to the 

type of the services likely to be obtained by the utilisation of the loans. 

 

Pensions and other retirement benefits (including employees’ family pension schemes) are 

distributed to all the purpose categories in the proportion to the amount of wages and 

salaries attributable to different categories. The welfare pensions like old age pensions, 

pensions to political sufferers or to freedom fighters etc. are, however, classified under the 

welfare services. 

 

Classification of some important items; expenditure on general administration is of two 

types viz. 

 

(i) expenditure on administrative work relating to various purpose categories like 

education, health, defence, agriculture and industries etc. 

 

(ii) expenditure on general administration of the Government as a whole like 

Department of Personnel, Administrative Reforms, Home, External Affairs, Police, Jails 

and Justice etc. 

 

Both the types of administrative or secretariat expenditure are given in the budget. For our 

purposes, the expenditures related to type (ii) are shown under the general administration 

and those related to type (i) are shown in the related purpose categories. 

 

Expenditure on education can be split into three groups: 
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(i) general education provided in schools, colleges, universities, centres of higher 

research and learning and other institutions providing specialised trainings. 

(ii) In-service training or on the job training for the employees deputed by any 

organisation or office 

(iii) Apprenticeship or similar other training in specialised fields organised for persons 

with the object of fixing them in the employment on the basis of the performance in the 

training. 

  

In regard to purpose classification, category (i) above is classified as expenditure on 

education. The other two categories are classified into purpose categories in accordance 

with character of the body organising the training. 

 

The medical schools and colleges, engineering schools and colleges, mining schools, 

nursing schools etc. are grouped under the category education even though they are 

reported under other account heads viz. Health or industry etc. The educational activities, 

forming integral part of other services, are however, grouped along with other services. 

Thus, expenditures relating to police training schools are grouped under police, prisons 

reformatory schools with jails, training of IAS personnel are included in general 

government services. All types of scholarships to students whether paid by the 

Department of Education, Department of Social Welfare or any other body etc. are 

grouped under category “Education”. Expenditures on cultural, recreational and religious 

activities (including that for NCC, youth welfare and physical education) are classified 

under “Recreational Services”. Expenditure in regard to physical training in the 

educational institutions, are however, grouped under education. 

 

Hospitals and dispensaries are grouped under category “health” by the hospitals attached 

to medical colleges are considered as integral part of medical education and therefore they 

are grouped under 'education' rather than 'health'. Expenditure incurred on registration on 

health research and, therefore, classified under 'health'. Family Planning activities are 

treated as those relating to welfare services and classified accordingly. 

 

The expenditures on PWD are also split up and classified under different categories 

according to the nature of offices for which construction has been done. Thus, expenditure 

on construction of school buildings is classified under the category 'education', hospital 

buildings under 'health' and general government office building under 'general 

government services'. If an office building is constructed for a definite purpose, say, for 

Defence headquarters, University Grants Commission (UGC), National Museum, etc. then 

they are classified under relevant purpose category and not under government services. 

Expenditure on residential quarters for employees (including their controlling office i.e., 

Estate Office) is classified under the category 'Housing and Community amenities' 

irrespective of the fact that whether the accommodations are for school teachers or for 

hospital doctors. The overhead expenditure of establishment has been distributed to 

related purpose categories based on some norms. 

 

Cooperation in general is classified under the categories 'other economic services'. But 

expenditure for cooperative societies serving particular economic activity is classified 

under that category. All India Radio is classified as recreational and cultural service. 

However, the expenditure relating to the news division of All India Radio has been 

separated out and grouped under 'General Government Service'. 

 

Expenditures incurred on public relates to various purposes like family planning, 

improved agricultural products, tourism etc.. Thus, the expenditures are put under various 

purpose categories according to the nature of the service. But expenditures incurred in 
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regard to Press Information Bureau and Directorate of Advertisement and Visual 

Publicity, which serve all the departments of the government, are classified under 'General 

Government Services'. 

 

Refugees relief is a typical item and has been grouped under the category relief operation 

along with famine relief, flood relief, drought relief etc. Expenditures under this head are 

also meant for some specific types of services such as medical, housing and education etc. 

Such expenditures are attributed to specific purposes for which they are spent. Those, 

which cannot be attributed to specific purposes are classified under relief operation. 

 

 The purpose classification relates only to General Government expenditure excluding 

Departmental Commercial Undertakings (DCU).  

 

List of Purpose categories  

 

Table 9 

 
S. No. Code Description 

 1 General Public Services 

 1.1 General Administration, External affairs, Public Order & Safety 

1 1.1.1 Public Order & safety 

2 1.1.2 Planning & Statistical Activities 

3 1.1.3 General Administration, External affairs, Public Order & Safety, n.e.c 

4 1.2 General Research 

5 2 Defence 

 3 Education 

 3.1 Administration, Regulation & Research 

6 3.1.1 Primary Education 

7 3.1.2 Secondary Education 

8 3.1.3 Higher Secondary and University Education 

9 3.1.4 Other Educational Administration n.e.c. 

 3.2 Education Services n.e.c. 

10 3.2.1 Primary Education 

11 3.2.2 Secondary Education 

12 3.2.3 Higher Secondary and University Education 

13 3.2.4 Education Services n.e.c. 

 4 Health Affairs and Services 

 4.1 Administration, Regulation and Research 

14 4.1.1 Allopathic 

15 4.1.2 Homeopathic 

16 4.1.3 Ayurvedic 

17 4.1.4 Unani 

18 4.1.5 Other Medical Administration n.e.c. 

 4.2 Health Services 

19 4.2.1 Allopathic 

20 4.2.2 Homeopathic 

21 4.2.3 Ayurvedic 

22 4.2.4 Unani 

23 4.2.5 Other Medical Services 

 5 Social Security and Welfare Affairs and Services 

24 5.1 Social Security Affairs and Services 

25 5.2 Welfare affairs and Services 

26 5.3 Social Security and Welfare Affairs Services n.e.c. 

 6 Housing and Community Amenity Affairs and Services 

27 6.1 Housing and Community Services 
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28 6.2 Sanitary affairs Services 

29 6.3 Housing and Community Amenity Affairs and Services n.e.c. 

 7 Cultural, Recreational and Religious Affairs and Services 

30 7.1 Art and Cultural Affairs Services 

31 7.2 Recreational and Sporting Services 

32 7.3 Tourism Affairs and Services 

33 7.4 Cultural, Recreational and Religious Affairs Services n.e.c. 

 8 Economic Affairs and Services 

34 8.1 General Administration, Regulation and Research 

35 8.2 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting 

36 8.3 Mining, Manufacturing and Construction 

 8.4 Electricity, Gas, Steam and Other Sources of Energy 

37 8.4.1 Electricity, Gas and Steam 

38 8.4.2 Atomic Energy 

39 8.4.3 Non-Conventional Sources of Energy 

40 8.5 Water Supply 

 8.6 Transport and Communication 

41 8.6.1 Road Transport 

42 8.6.2 Water Transport 

43 8.6.3 Air Transport 

44 8.6.4 Transport and Communication n.e.c. 

45 8.7 Other Economic Services 

 9 Environmental Protection 

46 9.1 Waste Management 

47 9.2 Waste Water Management 

48 9.3 Prevention and Control of Pollution 

49 9.4 Environmental Research & Education 

50 9.5 Environmental Protection n.e.c. 

 10 Relief on Calamities and Other Misc. Services 

51 10.1 Relief on Calamities 

52 10.2 Other Miscellaneous Services 

 

0.0 

Others (It is not a valid code. It is used for entering data in the software, where 

purpose code is not given, e.g. DCU) 

 

 

6.2.3 Item List and Definition of Purpose Codes 

 

1. General Public Services: 

 1.1 General administration, external affairs, public order and safety 

  1.1.1 Public Order and Safety:  Organs to maintain internal order viz., 

expenditure on Ministry of Home Affairs, Police Department including Traffic Police and 

Fire Protection. This includes expenditure on prisons and jails, lock-ups and other places 

of detention and correction/ reformatory schools, Intelligence Department, district and 

sub-divisional establishments, Judicial System viz., expenditure on Ministry of Law, Law 

Courts, and Administrative Tribunals registration of legal titles of properties. This 

includes expenditure on general legal tribunals, transfer payments for legal aid to 

households and private non-profit institutions. Operations of regular and auxiliary police 

forces, port, border and coast guards. 

 

  1.1.2 Planning and Statistical Activities: Planning Commission, Central 

Statistical Office, States' Statistical Bureaus etc., including Administration and operations 

of overall economic and social planning. But excludes services connected with a specific 

function (to be classified according to function). 
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  1.1.3 General Administration, external affairs, public order and safety 

n.e.c.: Organs of government viz., expenditure on President, Governors including their 

staff, library research and other facilities, districts and other sub-divisional establishments, 

Parliament and State Legislature including expenditure for Ministries (pay, allowances, 

T.A., expenditure on elections). 

 

Offices serving the government as a whole viz., expenditure of Department of 

Personnel, Financial Affairs and fiscal administrations viz., Ministry of Finance i.e., 

Department of Revenue, Department of Expenditure, cost of collection of taxes and 

revenue like income tax Department, Customs Department, Excise Department, Land 

Revenue, Department of Land Record Survey and Settlements (but not consolidation of 

holdings) expenditures on Audit Department. This also includes gold control 

administration, national saving schemes and state lotteries etc. 

    

This also includes expenditure on operation and maintenance of government 

buildings, control of general pool government quarters (but not construction of quarters), 

printing of stationary, expenditure pertaining to all departments, purchase and disposal 

office serving all the departments (i.e., DGS&D), publicity and publication departments 

serving whole of the government (i.e., D.A.V.P., Publication Department Division, Press 

Information Bureau (PIB), Audio Visual Scheme) Central Motor Vehicles Pools etc. 

permanent and ad-hoc commissions on behalf of General Administration viz., expenditure 

on Pay Commission and inter-state water disputes etc. 

 

Foreign policy viz., expenditure of External Affairs and its offices abroad including 

libraries and attached cells/ units located in foreign countries. Aid to foreign countries and 

UN bodies viz., all expenditure on foreign economic aid and contribution to international 

bodies other than military alliances and organisations. This includes expenditure on 

broadcasting services and other means of information directed to foreign countries like 

overseas communication services, expenditure on libraries and other cultural activities 

conducted abroad, all grants and loans in kind and cash as economic aid to foreign 

countries including its controlling departments, expenditure on technical assistance to 

foreign countries etc. 

 

 1.2 General Research: 

 

Institution and organisations engaged in basic and general research and promotions 

of such research and in general scientific knowledge and endeavours. This covers 

expenditure of Department of Science and Technology, Department of Electronics, 

Institute of Economic Growth, Anthropological, Botanical and Zoological Surveys (but 

not gardens), Archaeological Department, National Archives (but excluding 

archaeological gardens), Standing Commissions for Scientific and Technical 

Terminology, preparation of encyclopaedia, grants to American Studies and Research 

Centre, India International Centre, and Ford and Rockefeller Foundation etc. 

 

2 Defence: 

 

Central Administration and research in connection with activities carried on for 

defence purposes viz., expenditure of Ministry of Defence, Defence Science Organisation 

and Defence Production Units. 

 

Military and civil defence viz., all type of expenditures for armed forces, army, navy 

and air force, their recruitment equipment, feeding, clothing, medical aid, housing 

including quarters for their family members, military construction, inspection, transport 
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and storage, expenditure in military schools, training of civil defence personnel, 

expenditure on Home Guards and Border Security Forces etc. Military aid to other 

countries, military alliances, contribution to international military organisations or groups. 

 

3 Education Affairs and Services: 

 

 3.1 Administration, Regulation and Research: Administration of Ministries or 

central departments of education i.e., expenditure of the Department of Education and 

Directorate of Education etc 

General regulation and promotion of school system, institutions of higher learning 

and adult and other educational activities i.e., expenditure on Board of Higher Secondary 

Education, University Grants Commission 

Research into objectives, organisation, administration and methodology of all types 

of education i.e., grants to National Council of Educational Research and Training, 

Commission to study educational system, expenditure on production of text books, 

collection of educational statistics etc. 

 

  1.1 Primary Education Affairs 

  1.2 Secondary Education Affairs 

  1.3 Higher Secondary and University Education Affairs 

  1.4 Education Affairs n.e.c. 

 

 3.2 Schools, Universities & Institutions including subsidiary services 

Educational services i.e., all types of expenditure on primary and secondary schools, 

colleges, universities, technical training institutes like medical colleges and schools 

(including attached hospitals) nursing colleges/ schools, veterinary colleges/ schools, 

engineering colleges, art schools/ colleges, music colleges and schools etc. This includes 

all expenditure on education of backward classes, adult education, education for displaced 

persons, and non-custodians type schools for deaf, dumb and blind. Expenditure on 

custodian type schools for deaf, dumb and blind is however, excluded and grouped under 

welfare services. Expenditures for development of any language like development of 

Sanskrit, development of Hindi etc. are also excluded and classified cultural services. 

 

Scholarships for education and research i.e., all types of scholarships for study in 

schools, colleges and universities or for research in any subject in India or abroad 

including payment of maintenance allowances for students doing research or study. (This 

does not include maintenance allowance for in-service trainees). 

 

Loans or grants for education i.e., grants to Universities, Colleges, Schools and 

Educational Institutions or to individuals. Subsidiary educational services, i.e., 

expenditure for mid-day meals for students, free transport to attend schools, colleges etc. 

or free supply of text books or any other facilities to attract attendance in schools. 

 

   3.2.1 Primary Education System 

   3.2.2 Secondary Education System 

   3.2.3 Higher Secondary and University Education System 

   3.2.4 Education Services n.e.c. 

 

4 Health Affairs and Services 

 

 4.1 Administration, Regulation and Research 
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Administration of Ministries and similar department for health i.e., expenditure of 

Department of Health Administration of national health schemes i.e., expenditure for 

medical insurance schemes Expenditure for regulation of hospital, medical and dental 

clinics, doctors, dentists, nurses and mid-wives. This includes expenditure of Directorate 

of Health Services, expenditure for drug control, Central Drug Control, Central Drug 

Laboratory etc. Medical, dental and health research i.e., expenditure on and grants to 

research institutes like All India Institute of Medical Sciences, National Institute of 

Communicable Diseases, All India Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation and 

Institute of Public Health etc. 

Registration of information on vital events, diseases i.e., expenditure for registration 

of births and deaths, expenditure for collection, analysis and research on vital statistics. 

This includes a part (vital statistics) of the office of the Registrar General. 

 

   4.1.1 Allopathic 

   4.1.2 Homoeopathic 

   4.1.3 Ayurvedic 

   4.1.4 Unani 

   4.1.5 Other Medical Services 

 

4.2 Hospitals, Clinics and other health services 

 

Expenditure on hospitals, dispensaries, health clinics including insane asylums and 

care of mentally challenged persons, which include expenditure on drug supplied, 

provisions of appliances, cost of construction and maintenance of hospitals and 

dispensaries and their development. Expenditure on Central Government Health Scheme 

(CGHS), Employees State Insurance (ESI) is also included here. Child welfare service 

i.e., expenditure on child and mother care, maternity benefits, child welfare clinics 

institutions/ homes for child and mother like maternity homes, Family Welfare Services 

i.e., expenditure on family planning and applied nutrition programme. 

 

Medical and Health Schemes i.e., expenditure on drugs and appliances of National 

Health Scheme or programme for immunisation, vaccination and other expenditure for 

eradication of epidemic diseases like Malaria Central Programme, Filaria Control 

Programme etc.    

 

Loans and grants for medical or health purposes to private hospitals, clinics, health 

centres, other bodies and individual doctors. 

 

    4.2.1 Allopathic 

    4.2.2 Homoeopathic 

    4.2.3 Ayurvedic 

    4.2.4 Unani 

    4.2.5 Other Medical Services 

 

5 Welfare Affairs and Services 

 

 5.1 Social Security Affairs and Services: 

 

Expenditure on unemployment benefits, old age pensions, accident injury and 

sickness compensation and other benefits, to compensate loss in income. This includes 

expenditure on personal injuries, compensation Insurance Schemes, State Insurance 

Schemes, grants to Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) etc. 
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 5.2 Social Welfare Services: 

 

It includes administration i.e., expenditure on Department of Social Welfare, 

Department of family planning etc.( excluding hospitals and dispensary), 

Public relief i.e., expenditure on civil supply or rationing systems, subsidies food 

schemes etc., and  

Family Welfare Services i.e., expenditure on guardians and widows' allowances and 

orphanages etc. 

Care of aged, disabled persons i.e., expenditure and grants to institutions for care of 

aged and other helpless persons, blind, dumb, deaf and women home etc. 

Other welfare services i.e., payment of pensions to freedom fighters, territorial and 

political persons, unspecified and general expenditure on welfare of backward classes, 

grants and loans etc., to institutions/ organisations engaged in welfare activities like Red 

Cross Society and contributions for unspecified charitable purposes. 

 

6. Housing and Community Amenities affairs and Services 

 

 6.1 Housing and Community Services: 

 

Administration, regulation of standards and promotion of activities and facilities in 

respect of housing and community development, urban and rural renewals. 

 

Housing and related slum clearance activities expenditure for provision, assistance 

or support of residential house building activities, cost of acquisition of land for housing 

and urban development, loans to individuals and or organisations for construction of 

residential houses, expenditure of the departments engaged in mortgage and financing for 

residential buildings, the liabilities of which are solely to the government. 

  

Town and country planning i.e., all types of expenditure for planning and 

development of towns and colonies etc, This includes loans/ grants to town and country 

planning organisation, Delhi Development Authority (DDA), Metropolitan Development 

Organisation, expenditure for development of border areas, expenditure of National 

Building Organisation etc. 

 

Community facilities i.e., expenditure on community development schemes (general 

and unspecified items), national extension schemes, local development works etc. 

 

 6.2 Sanitary Affairs Services: 

 

Urban and rural renewal and municipal amenities i.e., all types of expenditure for 

collection and disposal of garbage, development and maintenance of sewerage and 

drainage system, street cleaning, smoke regulation etc. 

 

6.3 Housing and Community Amenities Affairs and Services n.e.c 

 

Administration, operation or support of activities such as formulation, 

administration, coordination and monitoring of overall policies, plans, programmes and 

budgets relating to housing and community amenities affairs and services; preparation and 

enforcement of legislation and standards relating to housing and community amenities 

affairs services; production and dissemination of general information, technical 

documentation and statistics relating to  housing and community amenities affairs 

services. 
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7 Cultural, Recreational and Religious Affairs Service: 

 

 7.1 Art and Cultural Affairs Service: 

 

Administration and Central departments concerning with culture, recreation and 

religion, i.e., expenditure on Department of Culture, cultural and literary activities, i.e., 

expenditure including grants/ loans for studies of civilisation, language, literature and 

libraries etc. This includes loan/ grants for and to central institutes of Indian languages, 

children banks in regional languages, National Book Fair, expenditure for prizes for 

writers for best books, development of Sanskrit language, development of Hindi language 

and other states languages (under development of Hindi following are excluded: 

Commission for Scientific and Technical Terminology, preparation of Hindi 

encyclopaedia, translation of manuals and forms in Hindi, correction of Hindi text books, 

opening of Hindi departments in colleges and universities). Religious services, i.e., grants 

for religious purposes including repairs and maintenance of ancient temples, contributions 

to religious institutions and for memorial of religious leaders like Guru Nanak Birth 

Anniversary or Dussehra Exhibitions. 

 

 7.2 Recreational and Sporting Services: 

 

Directorate of Physical Education and Sports, Ministry of Education and 

Broadcasting, Recreational organs, i.e., expenditure of All India Radio (excluding news 

division), film production, film censor department, T.V. Programmes, Songs and Drama 

Division, organisation in film festival, grants/ loans to organisation of institution engaged 

in research and production of film, drama like National School of Drama, film production 

training centres and art exhibitions etc. Recreational places, i.e., expenditure on 

maintenance and improvement of botanical, zoological gardens (excluding botanical and 

zoological surveys and research), parks, playgrounds, beaches, swimming pools, 

expenditure for camps, hostel and other lodging places (excluding student hostels), uplift 

of youth welfare, NCC, physical education and sports. 

  

 7.3 Tourism Affairs and Services: 

 

Administration, supervision, inspection, operation or support of activities relating to 

tourism, development of tourism, grants/ loans or subsidies to support activities relating to 

tourism, memorials of great personalities, i.e., grants to Gandhi Memorial Committee, Dr. 

Zakir Hussain Memorial Committee, Ram Mohan Roy Centenary Committee, 

maintenance and development of tourist places and museums. 

 

7.4 Cultural, Recreational and Religious Affairs Service, n.e.c 

 

Administration, operation or support of activities such as formulation, 

administration, coordination and monitoring of overall policies, plans, programmes and 

budgets for the promotion of sports, recreation, culture and religion; preparation and 

enforcement of legislation and standards for the provision of recreational and cultural 

services; production and dissemination of general information, technical documentation 

and statistics on recreation, culture and religion, not elsewhere classified (other than 7.1, 

7.2 and 7.3). 

 

8 Economic Affairs and Services 

 

 8.1 General Administration, Regulation and Research includes 
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Ministers and Central departments, concerned with the general administration of 

economic, commercial and labour affairs, i.e., expenditure of Department of Labour and 

Employment, Department of Commerce, Department of Company Affairs and Department 

of Banking. This includes expenditure on manpower directorate, Commercial Intelligence 

and Statistics, Factory inspection (unspecified or general) and regulations of working 

conditions of labour (unspecified or general). 

General regulation and registration of business, i.e., expenditure on wage board, 

price control board, regulation of markets, shop's establishments, regulation and 

standardisation of weights and measures etc 

 

Labour affairs of general character i.e., expenditure on employment exchanges 

including training centres for unemployment, persons with the object of fixing them with 

employment, expenditure on factory inspection (unspecified or general) and regulation of 

working conditions of labour (unspecified or general), expenditure on inspection of mines, 

inspection of steam boiler etc., expenditure on labour arbitration boards and labour 

tribunals etc. 

Research on technological engineering markets, labour and similar other research 

not allocable to any specific kind of industry. Expenditure on market research, research on 

manpower, employment unemployment surveys etc. are included. General meteorological 

and map making services, i.e., expenditure on meteorological departments and centres 

including whether forecasting, expenditure on National Atlas and Thematic Mapping 

Organisation and Surveyor India etc 

 

 8.2 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting 

 

Administration, regulation and research i.e., expenditure on Ministry of Food and 

Agriculture, I.C.A.R included here. 

 

Development of Agriculture, i.e., expenditure on agricultural farms, implementation 

of improved methods of agricultural practices including its demonstration, exhibition and 

publicity etc. distribution and control of seeds and fertilizers, storing facilities for 

agricultural produce, marketing of agricultural produce, expenditure on agricultural price 

support schemes and expenditure on grow more food scheme. This also includes 

expenditure on improvement of conditions of agricultural labourer, development of jute, 

cotton, tea plantations, sericulture and other cash crops. 

Development and use of soil, i.e., expenditure on soil conservation, irrigation and 

drainage of lands, reclamation of wastelands land settlement etc. This also includes 

consolidation of holding, flood control measures and settlement of land disputes. 

Forest, i.e., expenditure on preservation of wild life, etc. forest fire protection 

services and hunting 

 

Livestock and animal husbandry, i.e., research on animal husbandry, veterinary  

services, development of animal husbandry and livestock, expenditure on poultry farms, 

fodder development schemes and research on it, expenditure for development of milk 

production, wool production etc. (expenditure on manufacturing, grading and processing 

of wool etc. are excluded). 

 

Fishing, i.e., expenditure for production of fish both inland and coastal, development 

of fisheries and research on it, mechanisation of fish catching station, construction and 

improvement of fish landing station, expenditure for fish nurseries, fish preservation and 

cold storage for fish. This also includes improvement of working conditions of fishermen, 

contribution of fishermen cooperative societies. 
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 8.3 Mining, Manufacturing and Construction 

 

Administration, regulation and research, i.e., expenditure on Ministry of Industry, 

Ministry of Steel and Mines, Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals, expenditure on 

geological survey, Commission for oil and natural gas, Indian Standards Institutes. 

Mining, i.e., expenditure for promotion, investment grants, subsidies and other 

assistance for extraction of coal, petroleum, natural gas and other mineral ores; 

expenditure for development of mines and working conditions of mines including labour 

welfare activities. 

 

Manufacturing, i.e., expenditure for promotion, investment, grants, subsidies and 

other assistance for industrial development including village and small scale industries, 

This also includes Khadi industries and marketing of Khadi and Village products. 

Building and construction, i.e., expenditure for promotion, development of building 

materials, etc 

 

 8.4 Electricity, Gas, Steam and Atomic Energy: 

 

  8.4.1 Electricity, Gas and Steam 

 

 Expenditure on promotion, regulation, research, investment grants, subsidies and 

other assistance for generation, transmission and distribution of electric power, gas, steam, 

heat etc., this includes loan and advances to bodies like State Electricity Boards etc., 

(Subsidies given for consumption of electricity power for the benefit of a particular 

industry say Khadi industry, is excluded from here and taken into account in that 

industry). 

  

  8.4.2 Atomic Energy 

 

Administration and research, i.e., expenditure of Department of Atomic Energy 

Expenditure on Atomic Energy Commission, Atomic Energy Research and Nuclear 

Schemes, Space Research Programmes like Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launching, 

Stations. Grants and donations to scientific societies and institutes 

 

8.4.3 Non-Conventional Sources of Energy: 

 

Administration, supervision, inspection, operation or support of non-conventional 

Sources of energy viz., solar energy and wind energy etc. 

 

Grants, loans and subsidies to support the operations, construction, maintenance or 

upgrading of such energy systems 

 

8.5 Drinking Water Supply: 

 

Expenditure on promotion, regulation, research investment grants, subsidies and 

other assistance for storing, purification and distribution of water, development of tanks 

and other water reservoirs in the rural areas, digging of wells in the rural areas for 

drinking purposes. (Tube wells and other water resources for irrigation purposes are 

excluded). 

 

8.6  Transport and Communication: 
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8.6.1 Road Transport Highways, roads, bridges and tunnels, i.e., 

expenditure for construction, repairs, maintenance and other outlays 

for highways, roads, bridges and tunnels, development and regulation 

of car and other types of parking places, terminal facilities for bus and 

trucks etc. (Bridges, tunnels, car parks and highways etc., for which 

tolls are charged excluded). 

 

8.6.2 Water Transport waterways and other navigation, i.e., expenditure 

including assistance and loans etc., to commercial enterprises for 

promoting, providing for and maintaining facilities for inland and 

coastal waterways, regulation and control of waterways. This includes 

expenditure for dredging of canals, rivers and lakes including 

construction and operation of light houses, buoys and other 

navigational aids, construction, maintenance and operation of docks, 

harbours and ports facilities, expenditure for protection of sea coast, 

river coast and canal banks. (Canals, harbours and ports which are 

operated by commercial enterprises are excluded). 

 

8.6.3  Air transport and other communications, i.e., expenditure as 

investment, grant, subsidies and other assistance for transport, 

railways, posts and telegraphs and telecommunication services. This 

includes expenditure on overseas communication services and rope 

ways etc. 

 

  8.6.4 Transport and Communication n.e.c, 

 

    8.7 Other Economic Services: Storage and warehousing, i.e., expenditure for 

promotion, regulation, research and other outlays for storage and warehousing of general 

character (storage for specific items are grouped in appropriate category of that item). 

 

Trade activity, i.e., expenditure for promotion, regulation and research and other 

outlays for trade, promotion activity like Ministry of Foreign Trade, Export Promotion 

Directorate, Trade Development Authority, Directorate of Commercial Publicity, loss on 

government  trading and Trade Commissioner etc. 

 

Cooperative activity, i.e., expenditure for promotion, regulation, research and other 

outlays, assistance and loans etc., for cooperative activities of general character This 

includes expenditure of office for registration and control of cooperative societies, 

development of cooperative movement in the country. (Cooperative activity on specific 

field will be classified in the category according to the field of activity). 

 

9. Environment Protection 

 

9.1 Waste Management 

 

Administration, supervision, inspection, operation or support of waste collection, 

treatment and disposal systems 

Grants, loans or subsidies to support the operation, construction, maintenance or 

upgrading of such systems 

 

9.2  Waste Water Management 
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Administration, supervision, inspection, operation or support of sewage systems and 

waste water management 

 

Grants, loans or subsidies to support the operation, construction, maintenance or 

upgrading of such systems 

 

  9.3 Prevention and Control of Pollution 

 

Administration, supervision, inspection, operation or support of activities relating to 

pollution abatement and control 

 

Grants, loans or subsidies to support activities relating to pollution abatement and 

control 

 

  9.4 Environment Research and Education 

 

Administration and operation of government agencies engaged in applied research 

and experimental development relating to environmental protection. 

Grants, loans and subsidies to support applied research and expenditure development 

relating to environmental protection undertaken by non-government bodies . 

 

9.5  Environmental Protection n.e.c., 

 

Administration, supervision, inspection, operation or support of activities such as 

formulation, administration, coordination and monitoring of overall policies, plans, 

programmes and budgets for the promotion of environmental protection; preparation and 

enforcement of legislation and standards for the provision of environmental protection 

services; production and dissemination of general information, technical documentation 

and statistics on environmental protection. 

 

10 Other Services 

 

 10.1 Relief on calamities 

 

Flood relief, drought relief and relief work on other disasters and calamities. 

(Expenditure on specific purpose like education, health etc., incurred under these heads is 

excluded and classified under concerned categories) 

 

Refugee relief and rehabilitation, e.g., expenditure on the Department of 

Rehabilitation, feeding and other expenditure on refugees, management of camps, grants/ 

loans to refugees for business etc. 

 

 10.2 Other Miscellaneous Services 

 

Other outlays, not elsewhere classified, e.g., expenditure for payment of 

compensation on zamindari abolition, grants to Bharat Sevak Samaj etc. 
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7. Compilation of Accounts & Estimates  
 

 Classification of Government expenditure data by the economic classification is 

tabulated in the form of three economic accounts viz., production account, income and 

outlay account and the capital finance account thereby providing estimates of product, 

saving and capital formation (derived in 4 - 6 listed below) respectively. 

 

7.1 Income and Outlay Account of Administrative Department: - This account 

deals with the current revenue and expenditure of administrative departments. For 

the purpose of economic classification, administrative departments shall be taken 

to mean all those departments, which are not commercial in nature. 

 

7.2 Capital Finance Account of Administrative Departments and other 

Departmental Enterprises: - This account is concerned with the total capital 

formation in government administration and departmental commercial 

undertakings taken together. It also includes capital transfer payments as they 

assist in capital formation in the rest of the economy. 

 

 

7.3 Production Account of Administrative Departments and Departmental 

Enterprises: - This account gives a detailed account of gross input / output of 

government services. Under this account, gross output is comprised of (i) services 

produced for own use of administrative departments (as explained already under 

the final consumption expenditure of Income & Outlay Account) and (ii) sale of 

goods & services, while gross input is inclusive of (i) Intermediate consumption 

(ii) Compensation of employees and (iii) Consumption of fixed capital. 

 

7.4 Capital Formation by type of assets and Industry of use (Administration & 

Enterprises): - Gross capital formation refers to the aggregate of gross addition to 

fixed assets and increase in stock of inventories during a period of account. Fixed 

assets comprise construction and machinery & equipments. 

 

 

7.5 Estimates of Net Product from Public Administration and Defence 

 

7.6 Domestic Product by Industry of origin and Factor Income (Enterprises) 
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Borrowing Account 
Rs.Lakh 

Item description Receipts Expenditure 

1. Revenue + Capital A/C 

A/c 0020-1606 and 

4000  
A/c 2011 to 5475   

I. Borrowing at home     

1. Internal debt Receipts of A/c 6003  Exp of A/c 6003  

2. Small savings, provident fund etc. I    

3. Other debt     

Total (1 +2+3) 1+2+3  1+2+3   

Net receipts     

II. Borrowing abroad     

1. External debt Receipts of A/c 6002  Exp of A/c 6002  

2. Other debts     

Total (1 + 2)     

Net receipts     

III. Extra budgetary receipts &       

adjustments 
    

1. Loans from Government of India Receipts of A/c 6004  Exp of A/c 6004  

2. Loans and advances by State Government F (6075-7615)    

3. Inter-State Settlement G (7810)    

4. Contingency fund H (8000)    

5. Reserve funds J (8115-8235)    

6. Deposits & Advances K (8336-8554)    

7. Suspense & Miscellaneous L (8656- 8680)    

8. Remittances M (8781-8797)    

9. Cash Balance N (8999)    

10. Funds Rev A/C  Economic Code F  Economic Codes F  

11.Funds Commercial Account (Dep.)   Economic Code Dp  

Total (1 + .....+11)     

Net receipts     

Total excluding Funds     



 

 

  
Income and Outlay Account of Administrative Departments 

Receipts   Expenditure   

1. Income from entrepreneurship and property 1.1 + 1.2 1.Total consumption expenditure  1.1 + 1.2 (=GFCE) 

1.1 Profits 
∑Surplus+∑ Imputed subsidy= 
0 or sum of +ve surpluses   

1.2  Income from property 1.2.1+1.2.2   1.1 Compensation of employees a) + b) + c) (=GDP) 

    1.2.1 Net interest received        a) wages, salaries and benefits ∑S+∑W+∑A+∑Bcs+∑Bco+∑Bk-(Bcs+Bco+Bk for 2071) 

a) Public authorities        b) pension ∑P1+∑P2 +(Bcs+Bco+Bk) for 2071- (Pn of 0071) - DCUP 

        c) CFC  

  i) Centre  
  1.2 Net purchase of commodities and 
services a) + b) – c) (=Intermediate Consumption) 

  ii) States ∑Ints       a) purchases ∑G (Expenditure side) + Tk 

  iii) Local authorities ∑Intl       b) maintenance ∑Bm+∑Rm+∑Cm 

b) Foreign         c) less sales ∑G (Receipt side)  

c) From other sectors ∑Into-∑DInt   

    1.2.2 Other Property Receipts ∑Pr 3.Net interest paid to 3.1 + 3.2 + 3.3 – 3.4 

     3.1 Public Authorities ∑Intc+∑Ints+∑Intl 

2. Total tax revenue ∑Dt + ∑It       a) Centre ∑Intc 

2.1 Total Direct Taxes ∑Dt       b) States ∑Ints 

    a) Corporation tax Dt for 0020       c) Local Authorities ∑Intl 

    b) Land Revenue Dt for 0029   3.2 Foreign Agencies ∑Intf 

    c) Other Direct Taxes 2.1 - a) - b)   3.3 Others ∑Into 

2.2  Total Indirect Taxes ∑It   3.4 less Commercial Interest ∑Dint 

    a) Customs It for 0037 4. Subsidies ∑Sub + ∑Isubsidy 

    b) Excise, Central It for 0038 
5. Total Current Transfers to (Other than Inter-
Govt.) 5.1+5.2 

    c) Excise, State It for 0039    5.1 Other Sectors ∑Ti+∑Tp+∑Ta-∑Tn 

    d) Sales Tax It for 0040    5.2 Foreign ∑Tf 

    e) Service Tax It for 0044 6. Total inter-Government Transfers 6.1 + 6.2 

     f) Stamps & Registration It for 0030    6.1  Current to  b) + c) 

    g) Other Taxes and Duties ∑It-[a) - f)]       a) Centre  

3. Fees & Miscellaneous Receipts ∑Mr       b) States ∑Ts 

4. Total transfers from Public Authorities 4.1+4.2+4.3       c) Local Authorities ∑Tl 
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4.1  Centre ∑Tc    6.2 Capital  b) + c) 

4.2  States ∑Ts       a) Centre  

4.3  Local Authorities ∑Tl       b) States ∑Capts 

         c) Local Authorities ∑Captl 

    7. Total current expenditure (1+3+4+5+6)   

Total Receipts 1+2+3+4 8. Surplus on current account Total Receipts-Total Current Expenditure 

  

 

Capital Formation Administration 

                          

  
Buildi
ng 

Road
s & 
Bridg
es 

Oth
er 
Capi
tal 
Outl
ay 

Tran
spor
t 
Equi
pme
nt 

Mac
hin
ery 

Soft
war
e 

Culti
vate
d 
Ass
ets 

Anim
al 
Stoc
k 

Total 
New 
Outlay 

Net 
Purchase 
of Second 
Hand 
Assets 

Change in 
Stock 

Gross Capital 
Formation 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 

1. Total ∑Bo ∑Ro ∑Co ∑Tro ∑Mo ∑So ∑Cao ∑Aso (2)+…+(9) ∑Psh - ∑Ssh ∑Stoi + ∑Stof * (10) + (11)+(12) 

2. Construction (2059, 2216, 
3054, 4059, 4216, 5054)         Mo So Cao Aso (2)+…+(9) Psh ∑Stoi + ∑Stof (10) + (11) + (12) 

3. Water Supply (2215.01, 
4215.01) Bo Ro Co Tro Mo So Cao Aso (2)+…+(9) Psh ∑Stoi + ∑Stof (10) + (11) + (12) 

4. Other Services a)+b)+c) a)+b)+c) 
a)+b)+
c) 

a)+b)+c
) 

a)+b)+
c) 

a)+b)+
c) 

a)+b)+
c) 

a)+b)+c
) a)+b)+c) a)+b)+c) a)+b)+c) (10) + (11) + (12) 

     I.  a) Education (3.2) Bo Ro Co Tro Mo So Cao Aso (2)+…+(9) Psh ∑Stoi + ∑Stof (10) + (11) + (12) 

         b) Medical & Public 
Health (4.2)  Bo Ro Co Tro Mo So Cao Aso (2)+…+(9) Psh ∑Stoi + ∑Stof (10) + (11) + (12) 

         c) Sanitation 
(2215.02,4215.02) Bo Ro Co Tro Mo So Cao Aso (2)+…+(9) Psh ∑Stoi + ∑Stof (10) + (11) + (12) 

5. Sub-Total (2 to 4)                         

6. Public Administration & 
Defence (1-5)                         

  



 

 

 

Capital Formation by type of asset and industry of use (Enterprises) 

                       Rs.lakh 

  

Bui
ldi
ng 

Roa
ds 
& 
Brid
ges 

Oth
er 
Cap
ital 
Outl
ay 

Tra
nsp
ort 
Equ
ipm
ent 

Mac
hin
ery 

Sof
tw
are 

Cul
tiva
ted 
As
set
s 

Ani
ma
l 
Sto
ck 

Total 
New 
Outlay 
(GFCF) 

Net 
purch
ase 
of 
Seco
nd 
Hand 
Asset
s 

Ch
an
ge 
in 
St
oc
k 

Gross Capital 
Formation 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 

1. Agriculture (Irrigation) (2701, 
2702, 4701, 4702) DBo DRo DCo DTro DMo DSo DCao DAso (2)+…+(9) DPsh DCi (10)+(11)+(12) 

2. Forests (2406, 2551,2575, 
4406, 4551, 4575) DBo DRo DCo DTro DMo DSo DCao DAso (2)+…+(9) DPsh DCi (10)+(11)+(12) 

3. Manufacturing (2039, 2046, 
2047, 2058, 2079, 2202, 2404, 
2851, 2852, 2853, 2875, 4046, 
4047, 4058, 4202, 4404, 4851, 
4852, 4853, 4875) DBo DRo DCo DTro DMo DSo DCao DAso (2)+…+(9) DPsh DCi (10)+(11)+(12) 

4. Electricity (2801, 4801) DBo DRo DCo DTro DMo DSo DCao DAso (2)+…+(9) DPsh DCi (10)+(11)+(12) 

5. Other transport 

5.1)+ 
5.2)+ 
5.3) 

5.1)+ 
5.2)+ 
5.3) 

5.1)+ 
5.2)+ 
5.3) 

5.1) + 
5.2) + 
5.3) 

5.1) + 
5.2) + 
5.3) 

5.1) + 
5.2) + 
5.3) 

5.1) + 
5.2) + 
5.3) 

5.1) + 
5.2) + 
5.3) 

5.1)+ 5.2)+ 
5.3) 

5.1)+5.2
)+ 5.3) 

5.1)+ 
5.2)+ 
5.3) 5.1)+ 5.2)+ 5.3) 

   5.1) Ports, Pilotages & Light 
houses (3051, 5051) DBo DRo DCo DTro DMo DSo DCao DAso (2)+…+(9) DPsh DCi (10)+(11)+(12) 

   5.2) Civil Aviation (3053, 5053) DBo DRo DCo DTro DMo DSo DCao DAso (2)+…+(9) DPsh DCi (10)+(11)+(12) 

   5.3) Others (Road & Water 
transport) (3052, 3055, 3056, 
3075, 5052, 5055, 5056, 5075) DBo DRo DCo DTro DMo DSo DCao DAso (2)+…+(9) DPsh DCi (10)+(11)+(12) 

6. Communication (3275, 5275) DBo DRo DCo DTro DMo DSo DCao DAso (2)+…+(9) DPsh DCi (10)+(11)+(12) 

7. Trade & Hotels (2075, 4075) DBo DRo DCo DTro DMo DSo DCao DAso (2)+…+(9) DPsh DCi (10)+(11)+(12) 

8. Other Services (2221, 4221) DBo DRo DCo DTro DMo DSo DCao DAso (2)+…+(9) DPsh DCi (10)+(11)+(12) 
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9. Total ∑DBo ∑DRo ∑DCo 
∑DTr
o ∑DMo ∑DSo 

∑DCa
o 

∑DAs
o   ∑DPsh ∑DCi   

 
 
 
 

Capital Finance Account of Public Authorities 

(Administration & Enterprises) 

I.Expenditure   

  Administration 

1. Capital outlay 
∑Bo+∑Ro+∑Co+∑Tro+∑Mo+
∑So+∑Cao+∑Aso = GFCF 

2. Net purchase of physical assets 2.1 + 2.2 

  2.1 Second hand assets ∑Psh - ∑Ssh 

  2.2  Land ∑Pl - ∑Sl 

3. Change in Stock ∑Stoi+∑Stof 

   3.1 Inventory ∑Stoi 

   3.2 Others ∑Stof 

4. Capital transfers 4.1 + 4.2 

  4.1 for capital formation 
∑Capti+∑Capta+∑Captp -
∑Captng 

  4.2 for others  

5. Total (1 to 4)   

6.  Capital outlay 
∑DBo+∑DRo+∑DCo+∑DTro+
∑DMo+∑DSo+∑DCao+∑DAso 

7.  Net purchase of physical assets ∑DPsh+∑DPl 

  7.1 Second hand assets ∑DPsh 

  7.2  Land ∑DPl 

8.  Change in stock ∑DCi 

9. Total (6 to 8)  

10.  Total expenditure (5+9)   

II. Receipts  

11. Surplus on current account 
Figure of Item 8 on 
Expenditure side in Income 



 

 

 
 
 

Capital Finance Account of Public Authorities 

Outlay A/C 

12. Consumption of fixed capital ∑Dp 

13. Foreign grants  ∑Captf 

14. Net budgetary borrowings 14.1 + 14.2 

   14.1 At home  Figure from Borrowing A/c 

   14.2  From abroad Figure from Borrowing A/c 

15. Other liabilities  15.1 + 15.2 

   15.1 net extra budgetary borrowings Figure from Borrowing A/c 

   15.2 less net purchase of financial assets ∑Pfa-∑Sfa 

16. Total receipts(11 to 15)   

  

Current Expenditure of Departmental Undertakings 

 

Industry A/c 

Head 

DS Pension TSW 
(3+4) 

Benefits DG DBm DRm DCm Dr DInt Dp Total 

Expenditure 

Receipts Surplus Imputed 

Subsidy 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) 

Forest Total                

 2406            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0406) (15)-(14)  

 2551            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0551) (15)-(14)  

Roads & Water 

Transport 

Total            (5) +...+ (13)  (15)-(14)  

 3055            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (1055) (15)-(14)  

 3056            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (1056) (15)-(14)  

 3052            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (1052) (15)-(14)  

 3075            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (1075) (15)-(14)  

Ports & 

Pilotages 

3051            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (1051) (15)-(14)  

Civil Aviation 3053            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (1053) (15)-(14)  
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Manufacturing Total            (5) +...+ (13)  (15)-(14)  

 2039            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0039) (15)-(14)  

 2046            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0046) (15)-(14)  

 2047            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0047) (15)-(14)  

 2058            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0058) (15)-(14)  

 2079            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0079) (15)-(14)  

 2202            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0202) (15)-(14)  

 2404            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0404) (15)-(14)  

 2581            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0581) (15)-(14)  

 2852            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0852) (15)-(14)  

 2853            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0853) (15)-(14)  

 2875            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0875) (15)-(14)  

Electricity 2801            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0801) (15)-(14)  

Irrigation Total            (5) +...+ (13)  (15)-(14)  

 2700            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0700) (15)-(14)  

 2701            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0701) (15)-(14)  

 2702            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0702) (15)-(14)  

Trade & Hotels 2075            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0075) (15)-(14)  

Communicatio

n 

3275            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (1275) (15)-(14)  

Other Services 2221            (5) +...+ (13) Cr (0221) (15)-(14)  

Total   DCU 

Pension 

           Profit Imputed 

Subsidy 

 








 DS

DSS

cheadAPncheadABkcheadABcocheadABcscheadAP
DCUPension

)0071/()2071/()2071/()2071/()2071/(1
 

 

 

This DCU pension is distributed in proportion of salary (column (3)) and put in Column (4). 

 



 

 

TSW {Column (5)} = Column (3) + Column (4) + ∑DA + ∑DW 

 

 

Imputed Subsidy {Column (17)} = if Column (16) is negative, then it is Imputed Subsidy and put in Column (17) with positive sign. If Column (16) is 

positive, then it is Profit.  

All the positive figures in Column (16) are profits and all negative figures in Column (16) are Imputed Subsidies and put in Column (17) with positive 

sign. This profit goes to receipts of Income Outlay account and Imputed Subsidies are added with Subsidies on expenditure side of Income Outlay 

account. 
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Domestic Product by Industry of origin and factor income (DCUs)       

Industry (For 
industry wise a/c 
heads) TSW 

Be
ne
fit
s 

Pur
cha
ses 

DB
m 

D
R
m 

D
C
m 

D
R
en
t 

D
In
te
r
e
st 

D
e
p
r
e
ci
at
io
n 

P
ro
fit
s 

S
al
es 

Su
bs
id
y 

Tota
l 
Rec
eipts 

Net 
Product 

Gross 
Product 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 

1. Agriculture (A/c 
heads 2700, 2701 
and 2702) 

DS+Pension+DA+
DW 

DBc
s+ 
DBc
o+ 
DBk DG  DBm Rm Cm DR DInt Dp 

(14)-
Sum
[(2)..
(10)] 

Cr 
for 
0701
, 
0702 

ISubsi
dy  

(12)+(1
3) 

(2) 
+(3)+(8)
+(9)+(11) (15)+(10) 

2. Forests 
DS+Pension+DA+
DW  

DG 

DBm 

Rm Cm DR DInt Dp 
(14)-
Sum
[(2)..
(10)] 

Cr 
for 
0406
, 
0551 

ISubsi
dy 

(12)+(1
3) 

(2) 
+(3)+(8)
+(9)+(11) (15)+(10) 

3. Manufacturing  
DS+Pension+DA+
DW  

DG 

DBm 

Rm Cm DR DInt Dp 
(14)-
Sum
[(2)..
(10)] 

Cr 
for 
0058
, 
0404 

ISubsi
dy 

(12)+(1
3) 

(2) 
+(3)+(8)
+(9)+(11) (15)+(10) 

4. Electricity 
DS+Pension+DA+
DW  

DG 

DBm 

Rm Cm DR DInt Dp (14)-
Sum
[(2)..
(10)] 

Cr  
for 
0801 

ISubsi
dy 

(12)+(1
3) 

(2) 
+(3)+(8)
+(9)+(11) (15)+(10) 

5. Other transport    

 

 

     (14)-
Sum
[(2)..
(10)]   

ISubsi
dy 

      



 

 

  5.1 Ports, 
Pilotages & Light 
houses 

DS+Pension+DA+
DW  

DG 

DBm 

Rm Cm DR DInt Dp (14)-
Sum
[(2)..
(10)] 

Cr  
for 
1051 

ISubsi
dy 

(12)+(1
3) 

(2) 
+(3)+(8)
+(9)+(11) (15)+(10) 

  5.2 Civil Aviation 
DS+Pension+DA+
DW  

DG 

DBm 

Rm Cm DR DInt Dp (14)-
Sum
[(2)..
(10)] 

Cr  
for 
1053 

ISubsi
dy 

(12)+(1
3) 

(2) 
+(3)+(8)
+(9)+(11) (15)+(10) 

5.3 Others (Road & 
Water Transport)  

DS+Pension+DA+
DW  

DG 

DBm 

Rm Cm DR DInt Dp 

(14)-
Sum
[(2)..
(10)] 

Cr  
for 
1052
, 
1055
, 
1056
, 
1075 

ISubsi
dy 

(12)+(13) 

(2) + 
 (3) + (8) 
+ (9) + 
(11) (15)+(10) 

6. Trade & Hotels 
DS+Pension+DA+D
W  

DG 

DBm 

Rm Cm DR DInt Dp (14)-
Sum[(
2)..(10
)] 

Cr  for 
0075 

ISubsidy  
for 2075 (12)+(13) 

(2) 
+(3)+(8)+(9
)+(11) (15)+(10) 

     

7. Communication 
DS+Pension+DA+D
W  

DG 

DBm 

Rm Cm DR DInt Dp (14)-
Sum[(
2)..(10
)] 

Cr  for 
1275 

ISubsidy  
for 3275 (12)+(13) 

(2) 
+(3)+(8)+(9
)+(11) (15)+(10) 

     

8. Other services 
DS+Pension+DA+D
W  

DG 

DBm 

Rm Cm DR DInt Dp (14)-
Sum[(
2)..(10
)] 

Cr  for 
0221 

ISubsidy  
for 2221 (12)+(13) 

(2) 
+(3)+(8)+(9
)+(11) (15)+(10) 

     

9. Total ∑TSW 

∑Be
nefit
s ∑DG ∑Bm 

∑R
m 

∑C
m 

∑Re
nt 

∑Int
eres
t 

∑De
prec
iatio
n 

∑Pr
ofits 

∑Sal
es 

∑Impu
ted 
Subsi
dy 

∑Total
Receip
ts   
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Net Product from Public Administration and Defence 
Estimates of Net Product from Public Administration and Defence 

              

Item     S Pension Others Total 

(1)     (2) (3) (4) (5) 

1. Total      ∑S 

Pension (say) = 
∑P1+(Bcs+Bco+Bk) 
for 2071- (Pn of 0071) 
- DCUP 

Others(Say) 
=∑Bcs+∑Bco+∑Bk+∑A+∑W-
(Bcs2071+Bco2071+Bk2071) 

(2)+(3)+(4) 
(=NDP) 

2. Construction (2059, 2216, 3054)     S2059+S2216+S3054 
(S2059+S2216+S3054) 
* (Pension/∑S) Bcs + Bco + Bk + A + W   

3. Water supply (2215.01)     S2215.01 
(S2215.01) * 
(Pension/∑S) Bcs + Bco + Bk + A + W   

4. Other Services         Bcs + Bco + Bk + A + W   

   I.  a) Education (3.2)     ∑S for putpose 3.2 
(∑S for purpose 3.2) * 
(Pension/∑S) Bcs + Bco + Bk + A + W   

       b) Medical & Public Health (4.2)     ∑S for putpose 4.2 
(∑S for purpose 4.2) * 
(Pension/∑S) Bcs + Bco + Bk + A + W   

       c) Sanitation (2215.02)     S2215.02 
(S2215.02) * 
(Pension/∑S) Bcs + Bco + Bk + A + W   

5. Sub-Total (2 to 4)     Sub Total of Salary Sub Total of Pension Sub Total of Others   

6. Public Administration & Defence 
(1-5)     

∑S - Sub Total of 
Salary 

Pension - Sub Total of 
Pension Others - Sub Total of Others   

         

S2059 means value of S (Salary for A/C head 2059.     

Column (4)-->         

Construction: Bcs+Bco+Bk+A+W means sum of the values of these five economic code for A/C heads 2059, 2216, 3054. 

Water Supply: Bcs+Bco+Bk+A+W means sum of the values of these five economic code for A/C head 2215.01.   

Education:Bcs+Bco+Bk+A+W means  sum of the values of these five economic code for purpose code 3.2.   

Medical & Public Health: Bcs+Bco+Bk+A+W means sum of the values of these five economic code for purpose code 4.2. 

Sanitation: Bcs+Bco+Bk+A+W means  sum of the values of these five economic code for A/C head 2215.02.   
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8. Macroeconomic Relations 
 

Output ≈ Input 

Output + Imports + Opening Stock ≈ Input + Exports + Closing Stock 

or 

 

Output + Imports + Opening Stock ≈ Intermediate Consumption + Final Consumption 

Expenditure + Government Final Consumption Expenditure + Gross Fixed Capital 

Formation + Valuables + Exports + Closing Stock 

 

or 

 

Output - Intermediate Consumption ≈ Final Consumption Expenditure + Government 

Final Consumption Expenditure + Gross Fixed Capital Formation + Valuables + (Exports-

Imports) + (Closing Stock- Opening Stock) 

 

or 

 

Output - Intermediate Consumption ≈ Final Consumption + Government Final 

Consumption Expenditure + Gross Fixed Capital Formation + Valuables + Exports – 

Imports + Change in stocks 

 

Gross Value Added = Output - Intermediate Consumption 

 

Gross Value Added ≈ Final Consumption + Government Final Consumption Expenditure 

+ Gross Fixed Capital Formation + Valuables + (Exports – Imports) + Change in stocks 

 

or 

 

Gross Value Added + Taxes less Subsidies = Final Consumption + Government Final 

Consumption Expenditure + Gross Fixed Capital Formation + Valuables + (Exports – 

Imports) + Change in stocks 

 

or 

 

GDP (Production Approach) = GDP (Expenditure Approach) 

or 

 

GDP (Supply Side) = GDP (Demand Side) 
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9. Government Final Consumption Expenditure (GFCE) Estimates 

at Constant Prices 
 

Growth rates of an indicator at current prices are due to growth in volumes and 

prices. Growth at current prices is called nominal growth. Growth at current prices does 

not give clear picture about the growth in volumes. For sustainable development of an 

economy, it is desirable that volumes should increase. Volumes increase if there is 

investment. This increase in volume is called real growth. In order to get the real growth 

the price effect is removed from the indicator. The estimates of the indicator devoid of 

price effects are called estimates at constant prices. It means current year volumes are 

revaluated at some reference year prices- called base year. 

 

Estimates of government final consumption expenditure at constant prices are 

prepared separately for compensation of employees, net purchase of commodities and 

services and consumption of fixed capital (CFC).  The constant price estimates of 

compensation of employees are prepared by using the Consumer Price Index of industrial 

workers.  Estimates of purchase of commodities and services net of sales are obtained by 

deflating current price figures by the corresponding weighted price indices of items of 

expenditure.  For commodities Index Numbers of Wholesale Prices (WPI) are made use 

of. WPI are taken from the office of Economic Adviser 

(http://www.eaindustry.nic.in/default.html). Price indices for services are the same as used 

for preparation of constant price estimates of value added/output of the respective 

sectors/sub-sectors for the economy as a whole. 
 

The price indices of different commodities and services are combined to obtain 

overall indices separately for Central and State Governments Expenditure. To construct 

indices, weights available from Input-Output Unit on item-wise government expenditure 

on goods & services for Central Government (including Defence and Union Territories) 

and State Governments has been used.  Data as obtained from Input-Output Unit (1989-90 

table) has been grouped and weights have been assigned to each of these groups by 

considering the proportion Ei/E*100 where E=Total expenditure on goods  & services  (all 

the groups) and Ei= Expenditure of a group. 

 

For the items Travelling Allowance (TA) and other allowances CPI for 

Industrial Workers has been used. For items like Food, Beverages & Tobacco, Textile 

Products, Wood and Wood Products etc., Wholesale Price Indices have been used  

Implicit price indices have been used for groups like Electricity charges, Repair and 

maintenance charges of capital goods, Railways, Communication and Banking and 

insurance.  These indices have been constructed on the basis of values of GVA obtained 

from respective units of NAD.  A composite index has been prepared to deflate the current 

price figures of ‘Net purchase of commodities & services’ by taking the weighted average 

of the indices (of each of the group) for Centre and States separately. The formula for 

calculating the composite index is Index = ∑(weighti*Indexi)/∑weighti. For the estimation 

of consumption expenditure of Local Authorities the indices used for the State 

Governments are used.  

The Gross Domestic Product for autonomous bodies at constant prices (base: 

2004-05) is prepared by deflating its current price series by Consumer Price Index for 

Industrial Workers for respective years.  
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10. Software: 

Software was developed in the year 2007 and provided to state DES by CSO. The 

software facilitates in entering and editing the budget data. Thereafter, accounts can be 

generated using this software. The software uses a database to store the data of more than 

one year. Therefore, the accounts of yesteryears can also be generated. The training of the 

software was imparted to states’ DES at the time of introduction of the software. 

Following are the screenshots of the software: 

Data Entry Screen: 
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11. Flow chart for doing budget analysis and preparing accounts 
 

 
 

 

Following Documents are required 

-Annual Financial Statement (AFS) 

-Receipt Budget 

-Demand-for-Grants 

Assign economic and 

purpose codes to all 

the economic 

transactions in receipt 

budget and demand-

for-grants 

Enter A/c head wise data of AFS 

through the software 

Enter all the data of receipt budget 

and demand-for-grants with 

economic (Table 7) and purpose 

(Table 9) codes, assigned in the 

previous step. 

Clean the data 

of errors, if 

any 

Prepare 

Accounts 
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12. Tips 

 
1. Always enter Annual Financial statement (AFS) before receipt or expenditure 

budget data entry.  Go to Edit Data screen and filter the AFS data. The receipts and 

expenditure totals are shown. The total of receipts and expenditures should be 

equal. If both the totals are not equal then check the data and correct until totals of 

receipts and expenditure are equal for both actual and revised estimate (RE). 

2. AFS data should be entered from major account heads 0020 to 8999. Some times it 

is observed that AFS data are not entered up to the major head 8999. 

3. At the time of entering receipt or expenditure, the total of the account head being 

entered is available on the screen if AFS is entered first. When the detailed entry of 

the head is about to complete, both the totals of the head from AFS and running 

entry are shown side by side. If both the totals are not close, the data can be 

rechecked and rectified. 

4. Head wise totals from AFS and budget should be equal. This can be easily checked 

from Edit Data screen. 

5. After data entry is complete, first generate error list. It tells about errors in the data. 

If errors are reported then rectify them.  

6. Generate Capital Finance account. The receipts and expenditure of this account 

should be equal. If receipts and expenditure figures are not equal then there is some 

problem in data. 

7. If data for more than one year are available then accounts for all the years (using 

the Last 5 years option in the software) should be prepared and checked for growth 

rates. If any abnormal variation is observed in the accounts then economic codes or 

numbers may be rechecked. 

 

General causes of errors 
 

1. Some times DCU economic codes are entered against administrative major 

accounts heads. This causes inconsistencies in accounts. For example “DS” 

economic code might have been entered against major head 2011; Cr (commercial 

receipt) economic code might have been used against 0020 major head.  Cr must 

be used against receipts heads of DCUs only (refer Table -5 above). 

 

2. Some times year for RE is entered incorrectly. For example, if year for actual is 

2010-2011 then year for RE must be 2011-2012. Some times year for RE is left 

blank or it is any thing other than 2011-2012. Observe the enclosed years in the 

following figure, neither the year_Actual nor the year_RE has been entered 

correctly. Unless the years are corrected, accounts can not be made. 
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3. “G”, “Into”, “Intl”, “Intf”, “Ints”, “Captf”, “F”, “Tc” and “Ts” are the only 

economic code which are used for receipt and expenditure both. Other economic 

codes are specific to receipt or expenditure only. If an economic code is for receipt 

it must be used against receipt heads only. Similarly expenditure economic code 

must be used against expenditure heads only. Some times economic code for 

receipt is used against expenditure heads and vice versa. This is shown in the 

following image. 

 

 
 

In the above image, “Tn” is an economic code for receipts. It means “Tn” should 

come with any receipt major head between 0020 and 1606 only, but “Tn” has been 

entered with expenditure head 2202 and 2401. It is incorrect and a cause of 

inconsistency in accounts. 
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4. It has been observed that administration economic codes are entered against 

purpose code 0.0. The purpose code 0.0 is for DCU. Therefore, when Economic-

Cum-Purpose table is prepared, this table is not found to be consistent with Income 

and Outlay and Capital Formation account. If administration economic codes are 

given proper purpose code (other than 0.0) then the Economic-cum-Purpose table 

will be consistent. The image below shows these kind of inconsistencies in the 

data. 
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5. “Pn” economic code is for pension receipts only therefore must be used against 

pension receipt head 0071. Some times it is found that “P1” economic code is used 

against major head 0071. “P1” is an economic code for pension payments only. 
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6. Major head 4000 is for capital receipts. This major head is either not entered at the 

time of data entry or entered with wrong economic code. Normally this head (A/c 

head 4000) should be entered with economic code “Sfa”. 

 

7. Economic codes for loan and advances to local bodies or non-governmental 

organisations are Al or Alb or Ang. Some time these economic codes are used 

against expenditure account heads. The economic codes (Al or Alb or Ang) must 

not be used against major account heads ranging from 2011 to 5475. It is shown in 

the following image. In the following image Ang economic code has been given to 

major account heads 2251, 3451, 4225 and 4801. It is incorrect. 
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13.  Annexure: Some Related Concepts and Definition  

 
Institutional Unit: An institutional unit is an economic entity that is capable, in its 

own right, of owning assets, incurring liabilities and engaging in economic activities and 

in transactions with other entities. The main attributes of institutional units may be 

described as follows: 

 

a. An institutional unit is entitled to own goods or assets in its own right; it is 

therefore able to    exchange the ownership of goods or assets in transactions with other 

institutional units; 

 

b. It is able to take economic decisions and engage in economic activities for which 

it is held to be directly responsible and accountable at law; 

 

c. It is able to incur liabilities on its own behalf, to take on other obligations or 

future    commitments and to enter into contracts; 

 

d. Either a complete set of accounts, including a balance sheet of assets and 

liabilities, exists for the unit, or it would be possible and meaningful, from an economic 

viewpoint, to compile a complete set of accounts if they were to be required. (para 4.2, 

SNA2008) 

 

Ownership: There are two types of ownership as per SNA. One is legal and 

another is economic ownership. If an institution has legal ownership on some entity then 

the institution can claim right on the entity under the law. Similarly if an institution has 

economic ownership on some entities then the institution is entitled to claim economic 

benefits and responsible for risks also, by using the entity in economic activity. For 

example, Indian Railway Finance Corporation (IRFC) own number of locomotives 

(engines), coaches. Therefore IRFC has legal ownership on locomotives and coaches. 

Consequently IRFC can claim legal rights on locomotives and coaches under the law. 

IRFC has given these locomotives and coaches to Indian Railways (IR) for operating. 

Therefore, IR has economic ownership on locomotives and coaches. IR operates 

locomotives and coaches and earns profits. IR is also responsible for the risk (rail 

accidents or other damages) attached in operating locomotives and coaches. IR gives some 

agreed-upon amount to IRFC for operating locomotives and coaches. 

Following are given definitions of ownerships as per SNA-2008. 

 

The legal owner of entities such as goods and services, 

natural resources, financial assets and liabilities is the 

institutional unit in law and sustainable under the law to 

claim the benefits associated with the entities. (para 3.21, 

SNA-2008)  

 

The economic owner of entities such as goods and 

services, natural resources, financial assets and liabilities 

is the institutional unit entitled to claim the benefits 

associated with the use of the entity in question in the 

course of an economic activity by virtue of accepting the 

associated risks. (para 3.26, SNA-2008)  
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Resident: An institutional unit is said to be resident with in the economic territory 

of a country when it maintains a centre of predominant economic interest in that territory, 

that is, when it engages, or intends to engage, in economic activities or transactions on a 

significant scale either indefinitely or over a long period of time, usually interpreted as one 

year. (para 1.48, SNA 2008) 

Charged and Voted Expenditure: - Expenditure which under the provisions of 

the Constitution is subject to the vote of the Legislature shall be shown in the accounts 

separately from expenditure which is "Charged" (on the Consolidated Fund of India or of 

a State or Union Territory Government. The expression "Charged" or "Voted" shall be 

appended to the heads concerned to distinguish the two categories of expenditure. 

   

  Plan and Non-Plan Expenditure: - There are two components of expenditure – 

plan and non-plan.  

 

Of these, plan expenditures are estimated after discussions between each of the ministries 

concerned and the Planning Commission. Plan expenditure forms a sizeable proportion of 

the total expenditure of the Central Government. The Demands for Grants of the various 

Ministries show the Plan expenditure under each head separately from the Non-Plan 

expenditure.  

 

Non-plan revenue expenditure is accounted for by interest payments, subsidies (mainly on 

food and fertilisers), wage and salary payments to government employees, grants to States 

and Union Territories governments, pensions, police, economic services in various sectors, 

other general services such as tax collection, social services, and grants to foreign 

governments.  

 

Non-plan capital expenditure mainly includes defence, loans to public enterprises, loans to 

States, Union Territories and foreign governments.  
 


